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FAIR weather tonight
and Wednesday; not
much change In temperature.

THIS Sa the weather
when the grip grabs
you, and then yew
don't care much what
happens.
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investigation of labor dis- Washington, Jan. 6. Nation-widturbances is- to be immediately undertaken by the federal com- mission on industrial relations, it was annpunced here today. De- clsion to do so was reached following a five days' executive ees- "
.
rion.
'.i
The first step In the proposed inquiry will be the dispatch
of investigators, to Calumet, Mich,, where there is a strike of copper miners, and to Colorado, where there Is a strike of coal miners.
Because of the apparent misunderstanding as to its powers
and duties the commission adopted a resolution stating that it
"has no power to act as a board of conciliation or mediation in
labor disputes or to interfere in any manner with the attempted
settlement of such controversies."
The resolution adds that the commission "in carrying out its
duties to discover the underlying causes of industrial unrest, will
investigate existing as well as past disturbances."
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GOMPERS IS

IN TWO IN THE

BANK

MIDDLE

OF THE TREASURY
FAVORS SCATTERING COUN-TRY'-

SECRETARY

BANISHES
MILITIA
AGITATOR FROM THE TRINIDAD FIELD

COLORADO

SHE

WILL

JIT

ARRESTED

BE HELD INCOMMUNICADO
IF SHE ATTEMPTS TO MAKE

WILL

SPEECHES

ers, in addition to "Mother Jones,"
were being planned.

IS

FEDERATION OF LABOR BOARD TO
FILE CHARGE AGAINST ADJUTANT GENERAL
6
That
Jan.
Trinidad, Colo,,
"Mother Jones" will not he permitted to speak in the strike district or
confer with the strikers is the positive
declaration of General John Chase, in
command of the state troops now policing the southern Colorado fields.
Should she return, it'Js declared that
she would he arrested and held in
communlcado.
Statements to this effect were made
was adtoday when General Chase
vised that the widely known strike
leader was planning to come here toenday or tomorrow to fill speaking
Agui-lar- .
gagements at Walsenburg and
At union headquarters the helief
is expressed that "Mother Jones" will
come here again despite the attitude
of the military authorities.
Claim Rights Are Violated
conJlnvestigatlon and) action by
sitgress in the Colorado coal strike
sent
a
in
message
uation is urged
to each of the senators and representatives from Colorado by the members
of the committee of tho Colorado
Federation of Labor, now conducting
an Investigation in the strike fconc.
The message, which was made public
here today hy John R. Lawson, chairman o the committee, says1
"As a committee appointed at the
the suggestion of tie governor of
Colorado by the State Federation of
Labor to investigate charges made
against the militia stationed in the
coal strike district, we have learned
of gross violations by them of the
constitutional rights. We shall remean-whllport soon to the governor, but,
that
they
we earnestly urge
also he made to secure a full conof
gressional 'investigation, not only
Coin
strike
of
the
causes
real
the
lorado ibut also- - of the conduct of the
state militia "In violation of federal
and constitutional rights under (General Chase's - orders. 'Deportations
are threatened and Sunday "Mother"
Jones, a woman 82 years old, on arriving in Trinidad, was deported by
the-netrain under escort of the
.

.

militia.'
"We ask you whether the equal
protection of the laws is to be denied
citizens and others without investigation and action by congress."
The mossage was signed by John
Miner, James
R. Laaon, Frank
H. Brewster, James K. Irwin and Eli
M. Gross.

reCongressman Edward Keating
following:
the'
with
plied
"Telegram signed by yourself and
reother members of tne committee
possiAm doing everything
ceived.
ble to secure congressional investiand
gation of conditions in Colorado,
sucbe
will
I
to
believe
reason
have
cessful when congress reconvenes.
Send me a copy of your reports."

Congress to Investigate
Washington, Jan. 6. The commit
tee of five appointed by the Colorado
Federation of Labor, at the suggestion of Governor Amnions, to investigate the Trinidad coal strike and the
conduct of the Colorado militia, appealed to Representative Keating
for a concessional investigation.
TJie committe indicated that it would
file charges against General Chase, in
charge of the militia, and alleged
that other deportations of strike lead- -
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THEY URGE THAT

50 PER CENT
OF MONEY BE KEPT IN NEW

BOOTH

LINER PICKS UP A FEW
MORE SURVIVORS OF THE
DISASTER

OTHER OFFICIALS
THE UNION GET THE SAME
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IT IS EXTENDING AID TO STRIKERS IN lIICHIGAN AND
COLORADO
General Carranza smiled today when
...
I
shown telegrams telling of reports

that he,

CIRCUIT

OK-

LAHOMA, A TANKER

YORK CITY

IT

WAS CAUSE

FED

ERATION SAYS HE HAS NOT
CALLED MEETING

GO TO

POISOU

OF THE LOSS OF THE

FINANCES

TO ACT

has slipped over
(he international bouncary and into THE GOVERXQRJDN THE JOB
Chihuahua by way of Benson, and El
gation.
Paso. The Impression was given that HE WILL TRYr TO BRING ABOUT
Forest Service Reports
Fred W. Morrell, acting forester at the constitutionalist chief', would go
SETTLEMENT OF THE COPDenver, today reported to the forest to Chihuahua soon, but how the trip
PER DISAGREEMENT
headquarters on his inevstlgation of would be mad was not announced,
the charge that J. H. Ratllff," supervisor of the Routt national forest, had
To Protect Foreign Money
Jan. G. President
Washington,
led a mob which stormed a Colorado
London, Jan. 6. Negotiations are in Samuel Compels of the American
progress here for the formation of Federation of Labor denied today
jail and deported striking miners.
Morrell reported that the jail had an international group of powerful fin that any meeting of the executive
not been attacked, but that Ratliff, ancial interests with the tacit support council was contemplated
up
representing a Citizens' league, had of their respective governments to me uiumet strike situation. At a
presented a request to the strikers to protect foreign investments and in regular meeting on January 19 the
leave the region because the citizens erests in Mexico. A statement to this council will discuss the situation, but
feared the sheriff and his deputies effect is published today by the Pall Mr. Gompers said today he saw nothing yet for further action than the
might not be able to protect them Mall Gazette.
federation has already taken, such
against mob violence.
as aid to the miners. The same sitA PECULIAR OFFICE
Los Angeles, Jan. 6. The office of uation prevails as to the Colorado
ARE public defender of Los Angeles coun- strike, he said.
ty, said to he the' only one of the
Governor Tries Placation
toFOR BOTH kind in the world, was assigned
Mich., Jan. ft. Governor
Houghton,
J.
an
to
Walton
Wood,
attorney
day
who has been connected with the dis- Woodbridge N. .Ferris of Michigan celoffice.
The office ebrated his sixty-Srs- t
birthday today
AD INSURGENTS
AT trict attorney's
FEDERALS
into
the
task of
filled
deep
by
was
was
and
plunging
created
recently
OJINAGA
WAITING
FOR
'"
after a competitive examinatioa,- it
tangle, ...lie
"
MORE SOLDIERS"
is the duty of the public defender to visited Sheriff Jaities Cruse of Hotj;h- of ton county at the latter's home, bePresidio, Tex., Jan. 6. With Or- work as diligently in the defense
cause the sheriff is too ill to leave
atas
district
the
accused
person
tega's constitutionalist! forces en- any
bed.
his
in
his
does
torney
prosecution.
west
on
the Rio
camped 20 miles
officials having to do with
Other
Grande, and the federal army still
the maintenance of law and order In
FATE
MET
HORRIBLE
holding Ojinaga, both aides today apto
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Jan. 6. Dash- this and Kewenaw county came
peared to be waiting reinforcements.
room.
the
After
ha
governor's
they
in
the
on
rocks
to
the
ed
death
Despite General Villa's assurance
been questioned, the state executive
that he would at once join the rebels treacherous Frazer river, tlritilsh Coreceived representatives of the mining
and lead them In a renewed attack, it lumbia, or swept to their doom by
of the Western Federation
75
companies,
was
the
of
fate
the
swift
current,
was believed Wmllitary circles that
both men and citizens
of
Miners,
'
hostilities coul4 not he resumed in laborers employed by the Grand
generally.
to
Trunk
Pacific
railroad, according
less than three or four days. Villa
The union leaders came by formal
the attack Angele Pugliese, one of the 25 who
hopes, however, to n
The governor received
appointment.
frail
the
when
to
escape
before the federals have been rein- managed
a letter this morning signed by O. N.
forced by the arrival of troops under flatboat in which they were being
of counsel of the federaGeneral Argumedo, who is reported transported across the river was Hilton, chief
."and Claude O. Taylor, head of
tion,
on
a
rock.
wrecked
on the way from Jiminez with several
thei"Michigan State Federation,, of
thousand men. General Ortega sent
They asked that he, appoint a
word to Major McNamee of the UnitSUGAR DIVIDEND PASSED
to receive them and feome of the
ed States border patrol, tha-- he had
New York, Jan. 6. Directors of the time
local labor leaders.
50 wounded whom he. wished to turn Federal Sugar Refining company toAmong the first" of the governor's
over to1 the Red' Cross. MoNamee day passed the UBual quarterly diviwas a delegation of Houghton
callers
sent a detachment up the river to re dend of 14 per cont on the common
business men, who ofand
Hancock
men.
ceive the wounded
stoclt. The regular quarterly dividend
the governor In his
assist
fered
to
of 14 per cent on the preferred stocV
Burning the 'Dead
in
task
possible
way. The exe
every
Except for the crackling .of (fires was declared.
cutive
Intimated, that he might later
were
federals
:the
buflning
Jwiheri3
ask some of these to return and give
tnetr dead, snence reigned ovr ojiFATAL HOTEL FIRE
him information.
mornthis
commanders
Federal
Five
naga.,
per
Newark, Ohio, Jan. 6,
ing put .soldiers to work rebuilding sons were killed and six injured, two
BARONS CLAIM INJUSTICE the defenses of the town, badly bat- of whom will die, when fire early this
San
Francisco, Calif., Jan. 6. Coun
tered hy1 the Tebel artillery fire.
morning destroyed a hotel on Second sel
the defense of the eight di
for
fed
to
cut off
'General Villa plans
street here.
rectors, officers and employes of the
eral reinforcement and strike a fresh
Western Fuel company who are on
blow at Ojinaga before the federal
trial here charged' with criminal conreto
had
has
time
fully
garrison
UNION PACIFIC TO
spiracy 4to defraud the government of
cover from the recent fighting.
large sums in customs, through false
A City of Refugees
GIVE BIG DIVIDFND weighing of coal, sought to show to
A little city of l.sOO Mexican refuday that the case against them had
gees sprang up 'on the American side
been pressed unfairly, in cross-exatoday. Two hundred tents, with Red
OF B. AND O. ining W,, II. Tldwell, special agent 'of
blan- THE DISTRIBUTION
'Cross supplies of food and
STOCK AMOUNTS TO THE
reb-be- l
the treasury department,
it was
for
to
the
arrived
kets,
provide
SAME THING
brought out that although Tldwell was
and federal sick and wounded,
give.fi free access to the company's
who now lie side by eide in neutral
New York, Jan. 6. The legislative books in working up the case, ho had
territory.
committee of the Union Pacific Rail- denied tho company access to the
road company announced today that it public documents bearing on the same
Serious Situation at Tanpico
would recommend the distribution facts on file in the records of the
of
6.
At the request
Berlin, Jan.
the commander of the German cruiser among its stockholders of the Balti customs house. Tldwell Insisted that
line more and Ohio stock owned by the he thought this conduct had not work- Bremen, the Hamburg-America,
el an in.U'stice.
has ordered its steamer Westerland company and valued at about 182,000,-000in
share
with
$3
emper
together
to remain In Tampico in order to
ALLEGED FORGER CAUGHT
bark German refugees If necessary, cash. Estimated on the present mar
Pueblo, Colo., Jan. 6. After a chase
It lis stated that the situation1 at ket value of Baltimore and Ohio
to an extra of nearly two weeks, Pinkerton detecTampico is again giving rise to stock, this 13 equivalent
tives today arrested Charles Langford,
dividend of 33 per cent.
anxiety.
The legislative committee will lay who, they say, is wanted for forgery
Later in the day the Westerland
was allowed to leave Tampico, as fur- this recommendation before the board in Abilene, Neb. After his arrest,
they
ther advices showed that the danger of directors, which meets Thursday. If Langford told the detectives,
to foreigners there had been exag- recommends also that If this distrlhu say, that he forged a draft, in order
tion is carried into effect, the regular - secure funds that he might spend
gerated.
annual dividend he correspondingly the holidays, with his wife and three
reduced, that is, from 10 per cent to daughters, who live on a ranch near
Carranza Denies Disguise Story
6
Jan.
Paonia, Colorado.
eight per cent.
Hermoslllo, Sonora, Mex.,

Keating telegraphed he believACTIVE ed congress would obtain an investiMr.
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LIFEBOAT

New York, Jan. G. Although Secre
tary McAdoo of the treasury department said today that he had formulated no views regarding the division
of the country into regional reserve
districts, he gave strong intimation
that he was opposed to the creation
in New York of a huge regional
bank embracing most of the northeast
and 40 or 50 per cent of the country's
'
banking power.
"If we put 40 or 50 per cent of the
banking power into a New York dis
trict," said Mr. McAdoo, "wo would
be obliged under the law to divide
the remaining territory into seven districts that will be comparatively
lean.''
Mr. McAdoo said the establishment
ol two or three hanks in the northeast
aB for example, at New York, Bos
ton and Baltimore, would dislocate
the closely interwoven I'&ness and
financial relations of the northeastern
territory. On tho other hand, he said,
etnalishiuent of more than one bank
would
the course of jx- ehange and mercantile transactions
between these districts.
At today's hearing of the commit
tee Irving T. Bush, chairman of the
currency committee of the Merchants'
Association of New Yfcrk, said the
business and financial relations of
all cities in the northeast, with New
I'ork, were so close it would be advisable to include this territory, or
most of it, in one district He suggested that the western boundary btf
plactd far enough west to include
Pittsburgh and Buffalo, aud he believed that unless the committee decided
to constitute a separate district of
New England, the northern boundary
of iho New York district should extend to the Canadian border.
The southern boundary should ex
tend-tinclude Wilmington, Del., Mr.
Bush said, if a bank were established
at Baltimore. Otherwise this district
should, include Maryland and the Dis-

New York, Jan. 6 Five of the niiss-in- g
27 of the crew of the oil tank
steamer Oklahoma, which broke in
two off Sandy Hook early Saturday,
were brought into port alive today.
They were picked up in a lifeboat
Sunday afternoon by the Booth, line
steamer Gregory, after having been
adrift in tho bitter cold for six hours.
They are:
Jacob Swanson, oiler; Wilji Haaht,
Fred Booth, storekeeper;
seaman;
Jonn Kosicn, mess boy, and George
Johnson, wiper.
The rescue of these five men and
their story tljat six of their companions were lost from the lifeboat, accounts for 22 of the Oklahoma's crew
of 3S, eight having been rescued by
the liner Bavaria, and three found
dead in a lifeboat by the revenue cut-

SOME

GET

A
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AMONG THESE
A
ARE
OLAF
TVEITMOE AND FIVE OTHER
ALLEGED

DYNAMITERS

disguised,
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trict

of Columbia.

Morgan Attends Hearing
The appearance of J. P. Morgan,
created a stir in the committee room
when the hearing was resumed after
the noon recess. Mr. Morgan said
he had not studied the problem before the committee, except in a general way.
"I haven't looked into it as much
as I should have done," no said, "if
I had known, that I was coming here.
However, I am moderately familiar
with the federal reserve act."
Secretary McAdoo asked him the
usual questions put to each witness
as to hi3 qualifications to give evidence, and Mr. Morgan smilingly de
scribed himself as a banker. He said
he could not attempt to outline to tha
committee any plan for dividing' the
country into regional reserve disHe thought, however, that
tricts.
there should be three regional banks
on the eastern seaboard, three In the
middle of the country and one on the
Pacific fcoasL As for the district
which will include New York, Mr.
Morgan said, the essential feature was
to establish a regional bank of large
size, particularly with a view to com
manding the respect of European
bankers. He thought that the three
eastern banks should be. in Atlanta,
Washington and New York.
"Where would you put Boston?"
asked Secretary McAdoo.
"I would1 put Boston in the eastem
"Or
district," Mr. .Morgan replied.
you might put the headquarters in
Boston with a branch in New York."

ter

Seneca.

The five brought in today confirm
the story that the great ship parted
amidships. The weather was stormy
and enormous seas were breaking
aboard, when the vessel buckled, aptwc ? "tinge
parently suspended- - waves at stem and stern.
Haaht, seaman, was on deck at the
time, having just coma on watch. The
engines were racing and could not
be stopped. All the engine room
force and those of the crew aft who
were able, rushed to the decks. The
mess boy, Koslch, had on only his
underwear.
(ym
Two boats were got away. One was
crammed full. This was presumably
the boat In which, the revenue cutter
Seneca found three dead and none
alive. The other boat the one In
which five were picked up contained
11 when it got away. Six were drowned after the craft had repeatedly cap
sized. When the five were finally
taken aboard the Gregory their con
dition was pitiable.
Both boat were in extreme peril
from the moment they were lowered.
As they drifted away, soon to be sep
arated, they saw Captain Gunter and
others amidships on the Oklahoma.
The five men rescued, knew nothing
of his fate until they reached New
York' and "were surprised to learn that
he antl 'seven others had been saved'
toy the Bavaria.
Boat Repeatedly Capsized
About 1:30 p. m. the Gregory hove
In sight. They made signals apd rowed towards her. ' Eleven men were
still in the boat at that time. Neaping the steamer the boat capsized
and all were thrown into the water.
They succeeded in righting her and
all, nearly frozen, climbed In again.
This happened again and again and
by the time they got alongside the
Gregory all were on this verge of collapse. Almost at the Gregory's side
the craft again went over. This time
six sank,' never to appear again,
;

TO LOAN

TO FARMERS

Washington, Jan. 6. As a result of
an Investigation into irural credits
Senator Norris of Nebraska plans to
introduce a hill for a bureau of farm
loans in the department of agriculture. The bureau would loan directly to farmers for tho purpose of making part payments on homes and possibly for livestock and farming im
plements. Payments could be made
at any time byMnstallments, and the
amount to he loaned would be limited
s
f
of
or
to either
the value of the lands. The senator's idea is that through the army
of postoffice inspectors, postmasters,
district attorneys ar.d others tho
could carry on the business
practically.
one-hal-

three-fourth-

Chicago, Jan. 6. The judgment of.
the federal district court at Indianapolis sentencing to prison 30 members of the International Associations
of Structural Iron Workers was affirmed today hy the United State
circuit court of appeals heer in 24.
cases. Six cases were reversed.
The cases reversed were remanded
to the lower court for
Th
defendants in these cases are: Olaf
A. Tveitmoe, San Francisco; William
McCain, Kansas City; James E. Ry
Peoria, 111.; Richard H. Houlihan, Chicago; Fred Sherman, Indianapolis,.
Ind., and WiliJam Bernhart, Cincinnati, O.
The sentence of seven year's pena;.
servitude against Frank M. Ryan of
Chicago, president of the association,,
There were 32 convicwag affirmed.
tions on charges of conspiracy
to
transport dynamite illegally.
Ryan was the only one of tho con
victed men present in court when th
decision was rendered. No effort xvh
be made by the government to com
pel the return to prison of the m ;
denied
pending the hearing '
their petition for a
of
If thi3 petition is denied, if
was announced by Cass E. N. Soliue.
of counsel for the. convicted dyna- s
miters, that an appeal will be talcu
to the United States supreme court.
Tho decision reads, in respect' to the
appeal of Ryan:
"This plaintiff was president of tins
association, and lis activemauager.
Letters written hy him at various
stages show his familiarity with tho
long course of destroying open-shostructures. Ryan wrote the letter
suggesting that reports of expenditures be discontinued, 'whilo our trou
ble is on.' He signed all of th
checks presented in evidence as nsett
for the purchase of explosives. Ryai
own testimony confirms the evidences of his complicity."
Concerning (Eugene A. Clancy of
San Francisco, the decision states
that his conspiring with the McNa-mar- aa
and Herbert,. S. Hockin, who Is
serving hi sentence, to blow up tfco
Llewellyn Iron works at Los Angeles,
and for explosions in the east, are
conclusively proven.
Michael J. Young of Boston, the de
cision holds to have been proven guil
ty of conspiracy in connection with
explosions in Boston, Springfield, Fall
River and Somerset
The appeal of Frank C. Webb cf
New York was rejected on the basis
of letters by him and testimony by
Ortie McManigal, whose evidence
Ib referred to hy the court.
Phillip A. Cooley of New Oilrai
member of the Ksiblpuva ccmm'!'i
of thai Iron Works", a, and John, T. ru- lcr, of Buffalo, second vice
of the organization, were held to
active consipirators with the McNa-mara- s.
l.

re-tri-

tin-case- .

-

p
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t

John 11. Berry of St. Louis audited
the books of the associoi:i with tpft-cireference to explosion expenditures, as did Chariest N. Benin of Minneapolis, according to the decision.
Henry W. Legleiter of Pittsbun:'
personally delivered to John McNa- i
mara a case for carrying
and was active in planning cxplor-ionsErnest W. Basey of Indiana;.
also audited explosion expenses &r-- $
made threats ega'nst
y.' s,.
which threats were executed, U
al

nitrc-glycf-

.':

.

non-unio- n

tu.a-thown- .

J. K. Monsey of Eait
declared to have personally
(Continued on
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is the bare possibility that all three
may ask for invitations, so strong
la the desire to show the east what
the far toast crews can oo with shell
and, sweep.

irmffivmn
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Hi OWING i.

An English writer, in describing a

baseball game played at
Soldier's Field, gives a new and picturesque view of the sidelights of
the contest as seen by foreign eyes:
"At the crises in the fortune of the
game, the spectators take a collective
and Important part The athletic committee appoints a 'cheer leader' for
the occasion. Every five or ten minutes this gentleman, a big fine figure
In white, springs out from his seat at
the foot of the stands, addresses the
multitude through a megaphone with
'One! Two! Three!' hurls it aside,
and with a wild flinging and swinging
of his body and arms, conducts ten
thousand voices in the Havard yell.
That over, the game proceeds, and
the cheer leader sits quietly waiting
for the next moment of peril or triumph. I shall not easily forget that
figure, bright "n the sunshine, conducting with his whole body, passionate, possessed by a demon, bounding
in the frenzy of his inspiration from
side to side, contorted, rythmic ecstatic. It seemed so wonderfully
American, In its combination of entire
wildness and entire regulation, with
the wbole just a trifle fantastic.
"Completely friendly and befriend
ed as I was I couldn't help feeling
at moments very alien and very, very
old even more so than after the pro
tracted game had ended in a victory
for Harvard, when the dusty plain
was filled with groups and lines of
men dancing in solemn harmony, and
a shouting crowd broken by occasional
individuals who could find some little
eminence to lead a Harvard yell front
and who conducted the bystanders,
and then vanished, and the crowd
swirled on again."
Yale-Harvar- d

TEAMS
THERE IS NO DEARTH OF CANDIDATES FOR THE BIG 'VARSITY CREWS

New York, Jan. 6. With the pass
ing of the holiday season the short
period of rest allowed the college
Ftora now
oarsmen Is completed.
until late in June the struggle for
eeats In the racing shell and the daily
training grind will continue without
intermission. Coaches are overhaul
ing rowing machines, rigging barges
and generally preparing for 1914.
which, it is predicted, will be the
greatest college rowing year in the
history of the sport. Eight universities or colleges in the east, one la
the middle west and three on the
Pacific coast have already plannel
their rowing campaigns, which include
a large number oi dual, triangular
title regattas
and
than ever before recorded in this
country. A'ad Oxford and Cammark
bridge are near the half-wain their training for their annual
race, and tfceh progress Is being
t.osely watched by two of th3 intern universities in view of a possible
y
international
regatta
fctfore midsummer.
The eastern college rowing siuia- ,
tion, considered as a whole, Is one
of the most promising In recent sea
sons. Aside from Columbia and
there are large and eteran
squads available at every institution
which advocates rowing. In almost
every case more than 50 per cent of
the oarsmen who won their 'varsity
A new gymnasium game of consid
letters in 1913 regattas are trying
for places in the eights again and erable benefit to football players in
are supplemented ty excellent ma these days of open and forward pass
terial from last year's freshmen com. tactics has been evolved by Maurice
binations. The recent ruling of the Kent, assistant football coach at the
stewards!
providing University of Iowa. The game is
intorcollegiate
for a race for second eights in place played with a football, but resembles
of the fours on the Hudson, wiill also basketball, in that scores are made
provide extra places for the aspiring by throwing the ball through hoops
sweepswingers. Under this ruling it at ench end of the gymnasium floor.
The idea of the game came as a rewill be necessary for those colleges
of observation, which disclosed
sult
which desire to compete in all three
events on the Hudson to develop and the fact that football men who had
were as a rule
seat 24 oarsmen In the shells for the played basketball
more
in the use of
much
races
proficient
ana
second
freshmen
'varsity,
The open winter has proved a help the forward pass than those who had
in the fall practice and several of no experience at the indoor game.
the coaches report that their charges
Piles Cured In 6 to 14 Days
were able to establish new records
'
for the late autumn rowing during Druggists refund money if PAZO
fails to cure Itching,
3913.
Coach Courtney had six eights OINTMENT
in the water on December 6 and has Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles.
planned to send his crews out at First application gives relief. 25c.
every favorable opportunity during
the entire winter. At Syracuse, Coach
Ten Ecyk, who has just signed a
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
five-yea-r
contract, la also planning
for an early Btart. If the- board of
stewards of the I. R. A. will permit
Santa Fe, N. M Jan. 6. At the
the students of the forestry depart
ment to row for the Orange Ten traveling auditor's office this morning
Kyck's worries will be eliminated. A it was stated that the December reetiffer proposition faces Jim Rice at port of the Dona Ana treasurer and
Columbia, for the New York univer- collector had been received. This
sity squad appears to grow smaller showed that the state portion of the
ach year, and Rice finds it difficult taxes collected was as follows: 1910
to secure even a fair number of stu and prior, $2.36; 1911, ? 12.90; 19l"2,
dents physically suited for the hard $S.r.4S; 1913, $231.04.
four mile race on the Hudson.
Weights to be Tested
The Lincoln county commissioners
The situation at Pennsylvania and
Yale is much alike, in that both col- have forwarded to the secretary of
leges are working with new coaches. state the county's set of weights and
At New Haven a trio, composed of measures to be tested In accordance
Richard Armstrong, captain of the 95 with the new law. Tho secretary Is
crew; Guy Nlcholls of England and C. also asked to order such new material
F. Giannlni, recent New York Athletic as will bring the set up to the stand
club coach, will direct the work of the ard required, the county having
Eli crewmen. At Philadelphia Vivian bought the outfit some years ago.
Appointed First Lieutenant
Nicholls, a brother of Guy, has reM. Gorman, of Company E
John
of
work
Ellis
and
the
Ward,
placed
these famous English oarsmen who
expect to develop a strike combining
To
the best points of woth the English Uosray! Baby
and American systems, will be watchHouse
Ru!a
ed with interest. At Harvard, Prince
ton and the United States Naval No
Longer Do Women Fear The GreatAcademy there is no change in the
est of All Human Blessings.
reestablished order of coaching and
ports from all three Institutions are
It Is a joy and comfort to know that
optimistic.
those
pains and other disFurther west the University of Wis- tresses that are mid to precede
may easily be avoided. No woman Deed
consin is preparing for another return
the slightest discomfort If she will
fear
will
crew
which
a
with
to the Hudson
and
the
prove fully as dangerous a that of lortlfy herself with "M'olher'8
Friend."
remedy,
in
are
fortunate
1913. The Badgers
This Is a most grateful, penetrating, expossessing a squad of heavy, power- ternal application that at once softens and
mater
ful candidates, with the 'varsity
makes pllnnt the abdominal muscles and
ial .Urawn from the freshmen and ligaments.' They naturally expand without
The!
the slightest strain, and thus not only
varsity eights of last season.
inbanish all tendency to nervous, twitching
of
mile
the
the
last
in
great sprint
but there Is an entire freedom from
tercollegiate regatta at poughskeepsie spells,
discomfort, sleeplessness and dread
nausea,
restore
to
much
has
last June
dong
so often leave their Impress npon the
that
the confidence of the western colleges babe.
,
,
regarding their ability to row as fast
The occasion Is therefore one of unand far as their eastern brethren. As bounded, Joyful anticipation, and too much
a result, Washington, California 8nd stress can not be laid upon the remarkable
iStanford, Sn addition to Wisconsin, lntlurnce which a mother's happy,
are all looking forward to the possibili- disposition has upon the health and forto come.
ty of rowing on the Hudson next tunes of the generation
Mother's Friend Is recommended only for
sprue;. On the Pacific coast all three
train-In?- ?
the relief and comfort of expectant mothers,
univerHity squads are in active
thousands of whom have used and
and heavy, powerful eights are
It. You will find It on sale at all drug
Pacific
the
of
winner
The
forecasted.
to. tho
stores at fl.00 a bottle. Wrlto
to
coast regatta wi!l como cast
Bradfield Kcgulntor Co., ISO Lamar Bldf.,
rwi)gkeepwi, as has been the case Atlanta, Ga., for a most Instructive book on
tbw-this greatest of all, subjects, motherhood.
during the past two years, and
inter-collegla-

y

inter-'varsit-

e,

-

tb

f

child-bearin- g

n

pre-nat-

recom-mep-

e

d

New Mexico National Guard, has been
appointed a first lieutenant, and as
signed to duty with. Company E, although he has been acting in that capacity for some time.
Elks for New Mexico
New Mexico's formal application for
the 50 elk from Yellowstone park allotted to this state by the department
of agriculture was forwarded today to
Lieutenant Colonel L. M. Brett, at
Yellowstone park, together with, a letter from Governor McDonald endors
ing the application.
Admitted to New Mexico
Tho French Construction company,
o $1 0,000 Delaware corporation, was
admitted to New Mexico today. P. C.
Wilson, Laughlin building, Santa Pe,
N. M., is the statutory agent.
Amends Charter
The Coal Basin Independent Fuel
company has filed an amendment to
its articles of incorporation, changing
the name to The Coal Basin company,
Increasing the capital stock from
$100,000 to $125,000 and changing the
statutory agent from John Beddow,
Gallup, to Robert It, Pollock, Albu.
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WILL OCCUPY SPACE 110 BY
INCHES ON EXHIBIT AT
SAN DIEGO

will give you the service you are looking for. Every pair guaranteed to
wear satisfactorily or a new pair free.
In style, fit and comfort they are unequalled and the variety of styles
enables you to get just what you want.

40

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 6. San Miguel county will take up a space of
110 inches by 40 inches on the largest map of New Mexico ever made, to
occupy an entire wall In the exhibition hall of the beautiful New Mexico

exbuilding at the
position at San Diego. This will give
ample room to indicate clearly every
physical feature, the character of the
soil, the course of the streams, the altitude of the table lands and valleys
and the resources of every kind of
the county. The character of the
querque.
soil as well as of the land, whether
Lincoln Rolls Here
it is suitable for dry farming, or is
The Lincoln county tax rolls ar- located under an irrigation system or
rived at the traveling auditor's office can be farmed or whether it has suftoday, making 11 of the 28 counties ficient rainfall for ordinary farming,
now on file at the traveling auditor's whether it is part of the public dooffice.
main, belongs to tho state or is in
Auto License Applications
private ownership, will be shown by
At noon today, 704 applications for different colors. The Las Vegas grant,
automobile tags and licenses had been for instance, will occupy a
space of
received by the secretary of state, 25 by 30- Inches, and upon it will be
with scores more arriving on every Indicated every detail of Its Irrigation
mail. The rush is so great that extra
systems, of its farming lands, of its
help has been hired and the secre- roads, every school house, every
tary's office force worked half a day church, every settlement, and every
Sunday, getting out the accumulat- physical feature that enters into its
ed requests for licenses.
topography. It is readily seen how
Makes Tax Payment
the prospective homeseeker will find
The Santa Fe railroad Saturday such a map of immense value and
tendered to County Treasurer M. Man-del- l how he will be able to determine at a
of Albuquerque a check for
glance how far the land ho desires
being the first half of their 1913 to locate on or
buy, Is from the near
taxes for Bernalillo county, less one
est railroad, wagon road, settlement,
mill's product. The deduction is made
church or school house. Es
because the county commissioners le- city,
pecially
interesting will be the configvied one mill for a fund for feeding
uration of such sections as the upper
railroad
claims,
prisoners. This, the
Pecos and of the Pecos pueblo grant,
is illegal and excessive.
so attractive to tourists. Mineral dis
Makes Another Payment
will also be clearly indicated as
tricts
Tho International Bank of Comwell as the scenic beauties of Gallinas
merce of Tucumcari which
closed
El Porvenir and similar at
about two years ago, paid its deposit- canyon,
tractions.
The entire map will be 20
ors another dividend of 15 per cent
30 feet and reproductions will be
this week. This makes a total of 5j by
made of it for use in advertising
per cent that has been paid.
pamphlets.
Alarid's Sentence Commuted
Architect I. H. Rapp has secured a
Tho sentence of Nazario Alarid, or
number
of bids for the construction
iginally for life, was commutted by
of the New Mexico building, which
Governor McDonald to 30 years, be
cause of Alarids' exceptionally fine will be a reproduction, to a large ex
Aco-ma- .
work during the recent firo at the tent, of the historic church at
The
cover
will
15,000
Juilding
penitentiary. Counting the good jtiine
square feet fcaf Commanding and
already earned, Alarid has served ov
er ten years of his sentence already conspicuous site in the beautiful ex
and unless pardoned sooner, or still position park, and it will loom up be
further commuted, will be allowed bis fore everyone entering the exposition
brid
freedom In about 10 years more. Jesse grounds by tho spectacular
over
Cabrillo Canon.
the
conn
sentenced
from
Sierra
Kimmick,
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, chairman
ty for 20 years in January, 1910, has
had his sentence commuted to 13 years of the New Mexico commission, has al
by the governor on account of his ready achieved notable success in se
good record, and his services during curing fine exhibits for the exposition
the fire when be labored faithfully to building; his plans are unique and
help control tho flames This will artistic and will spread the fame of
give him about four years in prison New Mexico far and wide. The other
counting the ordinary good time al- members of the commission are hard
at work. Mr. Samuel T. Clark of
lowances.
Deming has already secured the in
Contract Let
The contract for temporary repairs stallation of a large pump adjoining
at the penitentiary to replace the the New Mexico building which will
burned cell house in habitable condl illustrate the feasibility of reclamation, has been let to August Heingardt tion by irrigation in the Mimbres valof Santa Fe. Ho will start work to ley and other portions of the state.
Mr. Guy A. Reed of Carlsbad is see
morrow, it is said.
Ask to be Paroled
ing to it that the lower Pecos valley
The following have asked for parole will not bo eclipsed In the exhibit to
according to the report of the board he made. Dr. J. J. Shuler.of Raton
of penitentiary
commissioners, who has already secured an appropriation
ended a called session Saturday night: of $2,000 from the commission of Col
fax county which will help to put Col
Joseph Hechter, Grant county.
fax county in the front rank of the
Pedro Basaure, Grant county.-VicentC. de Baca, Colfax county. 26 counties of the state. District At
Juan Miranda, Grant county.
torney Manuel IT. Vigil has assured
Humbert! di Giovanni, Colfax coun that Bernalillo county and Albuquerque will be suitably represented, and
ty.
H. E. Gunning, Dona Ana county. the other counties are quickly fallin
George McSpadden, Colfax county. into lino.
Vicente Gallegos, Taos county,
But it is a citizen of East Las Ve
t
May Ride on Limited
gas, Mr. Frank Springer, who has
A letter received by the state corpo thus far made the most notable con
ration commission this afternoon from tribution. It Is a series o'f seven mu
W. J. Black, passenger traffic man- ral
paintings, most beautiful in their
ager, advlse3 the commission that conception, which will depict the life
the A. T. and S. P. has agreed to grant and enlevements of St. Francis de Asthe commission's request that passen- - sist, New Mexico's patron saint. The
ngers be allowed to ride on the lim- young artist, Donald Beauregard, to
ited between Albuquerque and Gallup. whom this commission has been en
Mr. Black says this order will become
trusted, will arrive at the School of
effective as soon as it is issued from American Archaeology at Santa Fe in
the coast line headquarters of Los a few days to
begin work on these
Angeles.
points, for which he has made "stu
dies in Paris and Washington, D4 C.
His Stomach Troubles Over
Another former East Las Vegas citi
Mr. Dyspeptic, would you not like
to feel that your stomach troubles zen, Dr. Edgar L,. Hewett, director of
were over, that you could eat any the School of American Archaeology,
kind of food you desired without In- is director of exhibits for the entire
jury? That may seem so unlikely to exposition and its assured success
you that you do not even hope for an
him.
ending of your trouble, but permit us will be a notable triumph for
to assure you that it is not altogether One of the historic landmark models
If others can be cured at the exposition will be Pecos pueimpossible.
permanently, and thousands have blo and church in San Miguel county.
been, why not you? John R. Barker,
of Battle Creek, Mich., is one of them. It is therefore believed that San Mi
He says, "I was troubled with heart- guel county, especially, will be a great- burn, indigestion, and liver complaint beneficiary from the exposition pro
until I used Chamberlain's Tablets, vided its other
citizens and the counthen my trouble was over." Sold by
as
a
whole
ty
do their part.
all dealers. Adv.
It will be remembered that as a reSubscribe for The optic.
sult of the fine exhibit made by Newi
Panama-Californi-

$13,-79-

-
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to 0O.5O a Pair
BOY'S WAIST SPECIAL
GUg

Our entire stock of boys waists, including values from 50 cents to
$1.00, all sizes from 4 to 16 years, your choice for 25c

a

Laa VodoiLGaditui Store

Wajjner

Hudnut's
Toilet

Folding
Go-Car-

KM

ts

SouSidTW Prorations

EtafeUhQdl862
I

Mexico at St. Louis, a great stream
of immigration set in which settled
up the dry farming lands of eastern
New Mexico. It is calculated that
New Mexico gained fully one hundred thousand inhabitants and one

TIRES AND TUBES

hundred million dollars in wealth as
a result of that exjwisition. There is
no doubt that the results of the San
Diego exposition will be even greater,
for every one of the seven million
tourists who are expected to visit that
exposition will pass through New Mexico, either coming or going. In addition, but one other state has 30 million acres of federal lands and 12,000,-00acres of state lands to offer to
home seekers or to capitalists, who in
greater and greater numbers, are
turning to land as the one safe investment for idle capital.

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
Non-Ski- n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

0

DONE

ALL WORK

need-

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

Ragged wounds are painful and
cause much annoyance. If not kept
clean they fester and become running
sores.
BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT is an antiseptic healing remedy
for such cases. Apply it at night before going to bed and cover with a
cotton cloth bandage. It heals in a
Price 25c, 50c and 1.00
few days.
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

THE OLD RELIABLE

Adv.

BAIN WAGON

NEW BISHOP OF NORTH DAKOTA
Hagerstown, Pa., Jan. 6. With imposing ceremonies Rev. John Poyntz

Tyler was consecrated
Episcopal
bishop of North Dakota today by
Bishop Tuttle of Missouri, assisted by
Bishop Randolph of southern Virginia
and Bishop Murray of Maryland. The
ceremony took place in the local
church of which the new bishop has
been rector for eight years. The decorations of the church were most
elaborate and it was filled with spectators. The complete ritualistic ceremony of the church was carried out in
the consecration. The sermon was
preached by Rt. Rev. D. D. Tucker,
bishop coadjutor of the diocese of
southern Virginia.
Colds to be Taken Seriously
Intelligent people realize that common colds should be treated promptly.
If there is sneezing and chilliness
with hoarseness, tickling throat and
coughing, begin promptly tho use of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It
is effective, pleasant to take, checks
a cold, and stops the cough, which
causes loss of sleep and lowers the
vital resistance. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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LIBERAL PARTY'S

IS

PROGRAM

SEVERE PUHISIILSEIIT

Of Mrs. Ctappefl, of Fire Yean'
StaadLog, Relieved by Cards!.

LARGE

account of the split which had occurred over the South African war,
or if one was formed it would be such
as would weaken instead of strengthen the liberal party. He had been
badly informed. Six months before
this a meeting of rrberal leaders had
been held at which all differences
were sunk and the composition of
Sir Henry
cabinet practically decided upon.
When Mr. Balfour's resognation was
announced, therefore, the liberal leader was able to inform the king that
he would accept the task of forming
a ministry, which he did forthwith,
and the party In the following January won an unprecedented victory at
the polls.
Campbell-Bannerman-

.

!

ENGLISH GOVERNMENT EXPECTS
TO ACCOMPLISH MUCH IN
NEXT FEW YEARS
London, Jan. 6. The liberal party,
'which recently celebrated the eighth
anniversary of its return to power,

now has the honor of leading the affairs of the British empire for a longer consecutive period than any party
for nearly a hundred years. Premier

Asquith has now been In office for
over five and a half years, and In
April next, If his government survives, he will approacn the record of
Lord Salisbury, whose second term of
office lasted just seven years.
In his recent tour ' In Lancashire
Mr. Asquith referred to his long term
and the stormy times that his government has weathered. Certainly It
has been an almost continuous fight.
Finding early is his career that the
house of Lords would not pass any of
the legislation that hia followers had
set their hearts on, Mr. Asquith, with
courage which even his political opponents credit as strong, undertook
to clip the wings of the upper chamber by restricting Its power to veto.
That accomplished, he set about passing the home rule and Welsh
bills, which next session
are to come up for the third time, and
no matter what the attitude of the
house of lords is, will become law.
The government will then press to
get the bill to put an end to plural
voting likewise passed for the third
time and' then go to the country for
an endorsement of what it has done

Mt. Airy, N.
Mrs. Sarah M. Chap-pe- ll
of this town, says: "I suffered for
five years with womanly troubles, also
stomach troubles, and my punishment
was more than any one could tell, i
I tried most every kind of medicine,
but none did me any good.
I read one day about Carduf, the woman's tonic, and 1 decided to try it. I
had not taken but about six bottles until
1 was almost cured.
It did me more
good than all the other medicines 1 had
tried, put together.
My friends began asking me why I
looked so well, and I told them about
Cardui. Several are now taking it."
Do you, lady reader, suffer from any
of the ailments due to womanly trouble,
such as headache, backache, gideache.
sleeplessness, and that everlastingly tired
feeling?
If so, let us urge you to give Cardui a
trial. We feel confident it will help you,
as it has a million other women in
i'ust
past half century.
You
Begin taking Cardui
won't regret it. All druggists.
y.

K'rlii

tt

Chattanooga Msdicine Co., Ladies'
Chattanooga. Tenn., for Sttcial
book, "Homa
Treatment for Women," in plain wrapper. H.C. 124

Advisory

Dept.,

Inttructim on your casa and

to carry licensing,
and a mandate
educational and land reform.
The liberals, therefore, have as
much work ahead of them as they
have accomplished In their eight
years of office.
When the party came into power
in. 1905 Mr. Balfour, then prime minafter
ister, found that
was going against him
and he decided to resign. Hh chose
this course instead of dissolving the
house of commons, Because he believed that It would be either impossible
for the liberals to form a cabinet, on
n

n

's

raying members of parliament
a year, as has been done under a
new law during the past year, has
been selected in many constituencies
as a point of attack against the liberal government, which is responsible for the act.
The usual argument is that It induces men to try to get Into parliament for the money that they can
make out of it. In a few constituencies, especially some of those held
by laborites, whree election can be
secured without any elaborate campaign and can be held without "nursing," it is possible that the member
has something left out of his salary.
In the great majorriy of cases, however, at takes all of the ?2,KM and
much, more to finance an election.
A typical instance is West Herts,
at present held by Arnold Ward, the
son of Mrs. Humphrey Ward, the
novelist. He fiimself is opposed to
the payment of members, while Hed-leF. de Bas, the liberal candidate,
believes that members should be
paid. In a plain1 talk at Watford Mr.
e Bac explained why he believed
in it In the first place he pointed
out that It would cost ?10,0OO, to
which would have to be added the ex- $2,-00- 0

y

TUESDAY,

JANUARY

the congress,
of the delegates, representing as
many nations as possible, will make
a tour of the country. At Nottingham
this delegation will take part in the
opening of the hall erected y the
people of that town 1a memory of
the late General Booth.
At the conclusion of

300

Every
home should
have a bottle of

Cuffy's Pur
V.ilt Whiskey
at hand
ive

the most effect
and

Representatives of the Merchants'
and Manufacturers' Exchange of New
York have been explaining to British
exporters the scope of the theater
for the display free of import duty
of goods in New York. The plan has
been sanctioned by a special act of
congress and the details will be supplied to the various European chambers of commerce by representatives
of the Merchants and Manufacturers'
Exchange now In Europe.
The American representatives
in
England come supplied with letters
from the state department and they
have been Introduced at the board of
trade, ep that they will be granted
every facility for getting into touch
with the leading manufacturing interests of Great Britain..

tonic-stimula-

"tTv

invigorator
Known to
science.
$1.00

bottle.

a

penses of the candidate, which he
estimated at $6,000 during his four
years of, office. He would therefore
at the end of four years be $8,000
out of pocket. Mr. de Bac added that
Ward could quite easily do without
his salary as the conservative association, of which I)rd Rothschild,
Lord Ebury and other wealthy men
were members, contributed $4,000 a
year to the expenses of the conservative candidate.
Some of the larger constituencies IF HEADACHY, DIZZY,
cost even more to fight. In Romford the returning officers' fees and
BILIOUS, "CASCARETS"
expenses alone would amount to
more than the total cost of an election in West Herts.
CLEAN YOUR LIVER AND WASTE.
The world's congress of the Salvation Army held here ten years ago
is to be repeated next summer, but
on a somewhat larger scale. Representatives of the army from all parts
of the world and of all nations to the
number of 'several thousand will be
present, and in their native ico
tumes will make a picturesque gathering. A big corrugated Iron building for the seating of 5,000 persons
is to be erected on a vacant site fn
"
Aldwych, in the center of London,
for the meetings.

CLOGGED BOWELS TONIGHTI
FEEL BULLY
Get a
box now.
You're bilious! You have a throb
bing sensation in your head, a bad
taste In your mouth, your eyes burn,
your skin ia yellow, with dark rings
under your eyes; your Hps are parched. No wonder you feel ugly, mean
and
Your system is full
of bile not properly passed off, and
what ycu need Is a canning up in
side. Don't continue being a bilious
nuisance to yourself ana those who
love you, and don't resort to harsh
1

physics that Irritate and injure.' Remember that most disorders of the
stomach, liver and bowels are cured
by morning with gentle, thorough
Cascarets they work while you sleep.
A
box from your druggist will
keep your liver and bowels clean,
stomach sweet, and your head clear
for months. Children love to take
Cascarets, because, they taste good
and never gripe or sicken. Adv.

GET

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE 0

THEEi
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Sneffels, Col. A. J. Walsh was
badly done up with rheumatism and
sent for Foley Kidney Pills which was
the only thing that would cure him,
Geo. Potter of Pontlac, Mo., was down
on his back with kidney and hladder
trouble and Foley Kidney Pills made
him well and able to work. It Is a
splendid medicine and always helps
Just try it. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

GAZ1NE PRACTICALLY

the room and found him dead. Ifo
had been back at his office only a
week, after having been treated for
two weeks at Alexlon Brothers' hospital in St. Louis.
McKnight went to Madison four
years ago from Syracuse, N. Y., to
manage the newspaper and became,
owner of it two years later. Formerly he had worked on Denver newspar
pers.
NEWSPAPER MAN KNOWN IN LAS
By taking an active part ia the poVEGAS SUCCUMBS TO PARlitical affairs of Madison, he fa.s ia
ALYSIS
close touch with city officials, all ot
whom are expected to attend his funThe Optic has received a letter and eral in a body.
McKnight boasted that the typonewspaper clipping from Charles W.
Rogers, now of St. Louis, concerning graphical appearance of his newspathe death of Eugene McKnight, a per and the quality of the print panewspaper man who operated in Albu- per used were the 'best among the
querque, Las Vegas and Raton about smal: papers of southern Illinois. Ia
corten years ago. Following is the let- a typed box at the upper
ner of the first page he ran every
ter:
week the following matter:
Saiut Louis, Jan. 2, 1914.
"If a man can write a better book,
Editor Optic.
"Gene" McKnight, subject of the preach a better sermon or make ai
enclosed story!, "printed" the string better mouse trap than his neighbor,
of towns from 'Querque to Denver though he biuld his house ia tha
about ten years ago and sojourned for woods, the world will make a beater
a considerable time ia Vegas and Ra- path to his door."
Each week he ran a paragraph as
ton, also Trinidad.
I visited "Gene" a snort time before a banner line across the top of the
his death and for several hours talk- first page. In the last edition he ever
ed with him of the "old timers." I edited this line read as follows:
met down in New Mexico Percy
"Judging by the Bhape of some wom
Crews, Russ Kistler, the Bromagens, en, Adam must have had a crookedt
(padre e hljo), George Howland, rib."
Hia platform, which appeared every
Downs, Vicente Romero, Tony Aborn
and others.
week) at the top of hia editorial colHarry Oakes formerly of Vegas, umn, was as follows:
now expert lino
visited St. Louis
"If I were to try to read, much less
seevral times the past two years.
answer, all the attacks made upon me,
CHARLES W. ROGERS,
this shop might as well oe closed for
any other business. I do the very
Typo. Union No. 8.
Following is the clipping regard- best I know how, the very best I can,
ing McKnight'B death. It is from the and I mean to keep on doing so untih
of January 2 the end. If the end brings me out alt
St. Louis
Eugene McKnight, 40 years old, ed right, what i said about me won't
itor and publisher, of the Madison amount to anything. If the end brings
(III.) Republican, a weekly newspa me out wrong, 10 angels swearing
per, in which he portrayed his own was right, would make no difference
McKnight always expressed his perpicturesque personality, was found
dead In his bedroom in the Hinde sonal opinion about anybody h
Building, at Madison, at 7 a. m. Fri- wanted to. He said what he believe
day. He bad suffered three strokes and, as his fellow newspaper men oftof paralysis since last March and en remarked, "he got away with it."
Little was known in Madison oC
his death was attributed to that ailment.
McKnight'B relatives. Ha lived alone
McKnight apparently was feeling as and never spoke about himself exwell as he had been for several cept to refer to his newspaper experimonths when his breakfast was taken ences in Denver and on the Oregon-ia- n
to his room at 6 a. m. An hour later
at Portland, Ore.
The funeral probably will be SunKune Harrel, a printer employed on
the Madison Republican, called at day under the auspices of Typographical Union No. 8 of St. Louis, of which,
he was a member, and the Eagles
MOTHER CRAY'S lodge at Madison.
y
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"GENE"

IS DEAD
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SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,
A

forFeverlnhnese.
C'onNtipatinn,
Headache,
Htomni'ti
Teethtnff
Trouble,
l i h o r dcr n, and Destroy
Worms.
up Cold
TiiyBrrak
Trade Marlt. In 24 hour. At nil Drugetets,
Sliiiu.
Don't accept Kample maifpd FRF.K. Address,
any substitute. A. S. OLMSTED. La Roy. N. Y.
OertainR-elie-

A good remedy for a bad cough lat
BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND SYRUP,

it heals the lungs and quiets Irritation.

Price

25c, 50c and fl.00 per bottle,
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

TIC

FDR

WOMAN'S PSALM
Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

pLECTRICITY

is my servant;

it doeth my

work.

It enableth me to take mine ease.
control its service with my finger tips.
It maketh the coffee in the percolator.
It toasteth the bread.
It heateth the water for my husband's shave.
It cleaneth my rugs and my carpets; the walls of
my house, and all of my furniture.
It washeth and ironeth my clothes.
It heateth my rooms. It curleth my hair, fly
house would be incomplete without it.
Yea, tho I leave the house at nine in the morning
to go on a shopping expedition, lo! when I
return at six at night the evening meal is
quickly cooked. My electric fireless cooker
I

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion
McClures

doeth it.

it showeth me my way with its light. It
keeptth me from dark places and saveth me

By night

15he
D

D

S

from bad bruises.

it warmeth the milk for the baby in the
electric milk warmer.
Electricity is my convenient servant and I would
not be without it at twice the price,
At night

piiipni
our.
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sufragists and modern costumes and
dances. Lesbia appears with a slit
skirt, and Sir Rufus offers to aid her,
It being apparent to him that she
had "torn something" In getting out
of her "Teutonic chariot" (query, automobile?). But Davus cries out to
him:
asine! hunc muller fert hodierna
niodum.
O

8, M.

PADGETT....,

Editor.

To add to the confusion,

a danger

comes In and makes advances to Larkin. who cries out upon the "Galilean" and' protests angrily:
Catered at the postofflce at East
New Mexico, for
through the United States
emails as second clas matter.

La Vegas,

trans-fc&isslo- n,

Nil ego tango te; ne tu me tango.

suffice.
The samples
Hut the enterprise of making a Latin
play as snappy and "topical" and
as a French "revue" deserves
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
a word of comment by itself. It
Dally, by Carrier
1 .15 might be thought to prove that Latin
t"c Copy
.15 is not so dead a language, in every!
Etee Week
.65 sense of the term, as has been asfftse Month
7.50 serted.
To make it a vehicle for
Ptia Year
Dally, by Mall
jokes of the day would seem to show
J6.00 that It Is very much alive. And It
Due year (In advance)
. 3.00 Is not merely a question of the stuCli Months (in advance)
7.50 dents, who perhaps laboriously wrote
One Year (in arrears).
3.75 and learned their parts, hut of the
Cut Months (in arrears)
auditors. If the hall could be three
times filled with an audience quick
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
to see and applaud each thrust, are
GROWER
we
right ,dn thinking that the habit
$2.00
Bae Year
. . 1.00 of Latin quotation has so nearly gone
KSx Months
out because there Is nobody left to
For our part, we
understand'
(Cash In Advance for Mall
should greatly like, if we honestly
Subscriptions)
could, to draw comfort for the lovers
Remit by check, draft or money
of the classics from this Westminster
acrder. If sent otherwise we will not
play; but truth compels us to state
the responsible for loss.
that every one who attends the per
Specimen copies free on application. formance Is furnished with an Eng
lish translation, and also with a sort
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT of little "book of the play" giving
EXPIRATION OF TIME
the trlst of It.' This seems like'1 a
PAID FOR
dashing of the last hope, yet it must
not be forgotten that many a good
modern
Advertisers are guaranteed the Latin scholar, judged by
cannot easily understand
standards,
largest daily and weekly circulation
Is spoken, or
t4 any newspaper In northern New the language when AIt
that Is
himself.
tongue
it
speak
Mexico.
becomes
"dead"
as
Inevitably
taught
dead in this sense. And 60 it is, as
TELEPHONES
the London Times remarks, that a
Mlness Office
Main 2 "great Instrument has. been lost,
5Vew Department
Main 9 which should have continued to be,
as it was throughout the Middle Ages,
the common means of understanding
TUESDAY, JANUARY 6, 1914.
and fellowship for all educated men."
given will

it'

'

IN LATIN

FUN"

The scholars in Westminster in Lon

"ITT

AND

JEFF'

IS

of giving
it:: criglnal Latin play every year, of
WELL
tho nature of a "review." That is to
say, the chief events of the past
iwelve-month- ,
political and social,
are made the subject of skits and THEATER GOERS ARE LOOKINP
FOR A GOOD TIME TOMORjoKes m La fjti verse, eays the New
ROW EVENING
York Tost. This year's performance,
'which was so successful that it was

BECOIJENDED

press criticism and
iven three times, had a great many If favorable
audiences
are any criterion,
large
;
amusing grinds on persons in public

Gus Hill evidently has corlife, with witicisms about current Manager
nered
the
entire laughter market in
fads In society. When one says that
his
"Mutt and Jeff in
latest
offering,
all this is good
allowance
Panama," and the second of the
:has to be made for the peculiar
which always comes from "Mutt and Jeff" stage series. The
which is in the nature of
catching the point of a Joke in a for- offering,
a
melodrama
with musical comedy
eign language. And a special humor.
of this derived sort, seems to lie in trimmings, will be seen at the Dun
the fact that gibes at Lloyi George can opera house tomorrow night.
In this particular production we can
And jests at Larkln and puns anJ sly
allusions at the expense of fasaicn- - make the usual prediction that the
rank and file of local theater goers
able folk are found in sfhool-bowill be more than amused. It is an
'f.'acs.
on new lines, with
entertainment
In the play, Davus, a "Misaristo-erat,- "
not. harbored
features
and
surprises
is easily recognized as the
show. Tou are bound
in
other
any
chancellor of the exchecquer. He
to laugh and hold high carnival over
and Simo, plainly Sir Rufus Isaacs,
.are discovered at table, drinking what "Mutt and Jeff" say and do, and
is
healths- to "Marcone" and to a col- when an author can do this there
no gainsaying that he has accomleague absent "in urbe Bogota." This
was Lord Murray, of course,' whose plished the purpose he baa set otjt
Is a" large
absence in Colombia at the time or to accomplish. The cast
one and the scenic
and
competent
he Marconi inquiry was much reinvestiture all that could be desired.
marked upon. To his health Davus Ten
hits are distributed and
drinks enthusiastically, with the hope other song
novelties are promised.
unique
that it will be a long time before he
jcets back
FIRST BREACH OF PROMISE SUIT
9Cincinnati, Jan. 6. The first case
Absenti socio! longa sit usque via.
docketed for hearing at the January
Presently Chremes conies in, the term of the United States circuit
to"plebis turbator Hibernae," and excit court of appeals, which convened
action
of
hreach
a
is
promise
.
edly demands
.they dared put day,
of Pitts"Jiim la: jail.- - B
Lloyd George re- brought by Geergian W.oung
Corrigan, a
minds Larkin that fca 13 there a free burgh against" James
Cleveland
a
member
of
prominent
man, and Sir Rufus Isaacs points him
to the new inscription over the pris- family. It is the first breach of prom
on door: "Who enters here leaves ise case that has ever been heard by
fear behind." And a bystander adds the local circuit court of appeals.. .The
the comment that Larkin got out original trial of the case took place
in Cleveland and attracted much atmore quickly than he got in:
tention. The trial court returned a
.1 verdict against. Miss Young, who then
..
liiiius nine ciuor quam aatur
took an appeal to the higher court.
titil-'latio- n

y

'jLiXS,

-

.;.'

.

But Larkin Chremes declares that
must go on with his "fiery cross
!gnea crux), whereupon Sir Rufus
warns him that he will himself be
turned by it, if he is not careful. At
ii3 point news comes that the lord
i'.aaccllor has resigned, and Sir Ru
;jS says that he is willing to accept
! ho office. Lloyd George asks him.
?tnjbtfuHy, if he ts able to pronounce
? ho
judgment of Paris, whereupon
!Ii;irinti3 enters, a "Chameleon Au
fliorilv on Press, and I'avus ex- rfjiiDH: "Adiiie eeeom I'Srts ipse;
After tii is the fun U" diverted to

le

ASSSESSMENT NOTICE
E. Las Vegas, N. M., Jan. 6, 19U.
Notice is hereby given that I, the
undersigned( deputy assessor, will be
at my office, 603 Lincoln avenue on
all business days between the hours
of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. (until February 28th, 1914) for the purpose of receiving returns of a,J property, according to the provisions of Chapter 84,
Laws of the State ' of New Mexico,
1913.
from
It is made the duty of all per(Continued
Page One)
sons to make a return of ail property
James McNamara in explosions at they own, and those failing to do so,
Salt Lake City.
within the time above specified, will
Peter J. Smith of Cleveland, O., be assessed by mo according to secwas chiefly implicated on McMani-gal'- s tion 10 of said Cha'pter 84 of the
evidence. Paul T. Morrln of lawn ;of the state of New Mexico for
St. Louis, William E. Reddin of Mil- iheyear 1913, and a penalty of 25
waukee, Michael J. Ilannon of Scran-ton- , perr cent will be imposed additional
Pa., Murray L. Pennell of Spring- by me. You are further notified that
field, 111., and W. Bert Brown of Kan if any person shall knowingly make
sas City are declared fully implicated a false or defective list of his propby McManigal's evidence.
erty, he shall be liable to a penalty
The other men refused appeal, are of 25 per cent upon the fuli amount oi
Edward Smythe of Peoria, 111., George all taxes levied against him, and his
Anderson of Cleveland, Frank J. Hig- - property, and shall also be deemed
gins, Frank II. Painter of Omaha, guilty of perjury and punishable acFred J. Mooney of Duluth, Minn., cordingly.
M. A. SANCHEZ, Assessor.
William Shupe of Chicago and Michael J. Cannane of Philadelphia., There
CHARLES H. STEWART,
Is no ground for reversal
of the
Deputy Assessor.
judgments against any o them, the!
Joints that ache, muscles that are
court of appeals declares.
In. reversing the convictions of drawn or contracted should be treat
SNOW LINI
Tveitmoe,- McCain,
Ray, Houlihan, ed with BALLARD'S
Sherman and Bernhard the decision MENT. It penetrates to the spot
where It is heeded and relieves sufsays:
50c and $1.00 per
"We are of the opinion that the fering. Price 25c,
Sold by Central Drug Co.
bottle.
evidence is insufficient to establish
Adv.
a prima facie case of
in
the offenses charged against any of
them. Their sympathy and particiJOHNSON LIKES HIS
pation iu the general objects of the

FRANK

flllYAN

TO

GO TO FEDERAL

PiliSO

6, 1914.

DEMOCRATS

TO JUBIL1ATE

Washington, Jan. 6. At the headquarters of the democratic national
committee in this city advices have
been received which indicate a gratifying response to the committee's request that "Jackson Day" be observed
this year with a nation-widcelebration of the accomplishments of the
present administration. Although the
Wilson administration is less than one
year old, the organization leaders feel
that there is ample excuse for a big
demonstration. In consequence the
floodgates of democratic oratory will
be thrown open at banquets to be held
tomorrow night or Thursday night in
scores .of cities throughout the land.

COMING UP
I I

e

GERMAN HEIRESS WEDS
Berlin, Jan. 6. Germany's greatest
heiress, Fraulein Marie Anne von
Friedlander-Fuld- ,
daughter of Privy
Councillor Fritz von Friedlahder-Fuld- ,'
who is known as the "coal king," was
married today to the Hon. John M
fourth eon of Lord Redesdale of
Members of the imperial
England.
and representatives of the
family
most exeiunive circles of Berlin society attended the weddding, which took
place in the magnlflcnnt.mar.sion of
the "bride's parents in the

r tr

May it prove, Full of
Happiness 5xrd Prosperity

TAUPI
JEWELER

Chronic Constipation Cured
"Five years &zo I had the worst
case of chronic constipation I ever
knew of. and Chamberlain's Tablets
cured me," writes S. F. Fish, Brook
lyn, Mich. For sale by all dealers.
"

Adv.

WEDNESDAY
DUHCMJ JANUARY 7th.
GUS HILL PRESENTS

Till

OHIO G. O. P. TO ACT
Columbus, O., Jan. 6.- Members of
-

the state central committee and other
leaders of the republican organization
in Ohio are rounding up Here for tomorrow's conference, which is expected to decide whether the ratification
of the new rules promulgated by the
republican national committee shall
he accomplished at a special convention or at the platform convention
of committeemen.

That Very Funny Play That lias Swept the Whole

With Cyclones of Laughter.
Overshadowing Any Cartoon Play Produced Since
Ink Was Invented.

;il'

MUTT

t

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Jan, 6, After their early outburst of activity and strength,
stocks' gradually f el ia way, and for
the balance of the morning's session
business was on
limited scale. The

organization may be assumed from
recorded at the opening were
the evidence, hut we are not advised
GOVERNOR SALARY gains
quite generally reduced and in some
of the proof of their actual partici
Instances altogether effaced.
pation in any of the offenses charged
Heaviness of Baltimore and Ohio,
EXECUTIVE OF CALIFORNIA AN
in the indictments.
which declined acutely, and weakness
NOUNCES HE WILL RUN
"In reference, to Tveitmoe, the fact
In New York Central probably countFOR
,J
that he is not a member of the asso
ed, among the factors that mitigated
ciation is not Important. On the other
against an immediate continuance of
Jsacramento, Cal., Jan. 6. Hiram
hand, bis undoubted sympathy with
the rise, while Amalgamated Copper
W.
Johnson announced today that he
in theugreat ftrike
and
was under pressure In connection with
as governor
in California does not involve com- would seek
adverse trade reports.' The Mexican
of
California.
He
said
he situation
personally
in
the conspiracy.
plicity
and another batch of unfavwould prefer to be a candidate for the
"The testimony by McMauigal of
orable railroad statements helped to
reference by McNamara to Tveitmoe United States .senatorship, but he check the advance. Bonds were steaas 'the old man of the coast' who had decided to seek the governorship dy.
'wanted a Christmas present' is not again, guided by what he believed to
The afternoon session started with
be the wish of the majority of his
sufficient to identify Tveitmoe with
renewed atcivity and strength,
in
followers.
the conspiracy.
which Union Pacific touched 158.
Governor Johnson, who was candi
The announcement of Union Pacific's
"The testimony cited against ' the date for vice
president on the pro distribution of its Baltimore and Ohio
other five men granted a
does
ticket with Theodore Roosenot require specification, except as gressive
caused Union Pacific to revelt at the last national election, had holdings
to Ray and Sherman. In each of
cede to 150, and Baltimore and Ohio
announced recently that he desired to
Later Union Pacific recover-- '
these cases we found cause for hesi to
retire from politics because of ed 88.
to near 158.
tation on the question of identity.
health.
an
His, ptsnd. caused
failing
The market became rather feverish
"The cases of all six, therefore, are upheaval in the California ranks of
and uncertain later, Union Pacific risremanded to the district court for a the
with
several party
progressives,
to a higher level than before, only
new trial for each."
leaders anxious to fill Johnson's ing
to lose a point, while the preferred
The arguments for the appeal were shoes.
lost two. Baltimore and Ohio comheard by Federal Judges Kohlsaat,
Governor Johnson finally decided
Baker and Seaman during several to stay in politics "to save the pro mon fell back to 1, its preyious low
3
days following November 28, 1913. gressive state machine," as it was mark, and the preferred lost points.
The government was represented by ,TopuJary called. However, he re- Elsewhere the undertone was IrreguCharles V. Miller, district attorney frained for several months from open lar.
The market closed strong. Highest
of Indianapolis, and E. N. Zoline and ly announcing whether he would seek
were recorded for Union
quotations
P. H. O'Donnell of Chicago, and Ches
as governor or a place
Southern
Pacific,
Pacific, Reading and
ter H. Krum of Indianapolis appeared in the United States senate. This
numerous
in the final Hour,
specialties
for the defendants.
stand caused party leaders to await
Tha defendants were convicted on his decision even more anxiously when the activity of the early session
was resumed on an Increasing scale
52 counts, two charging conspiracy than previously, before
deciding what
and 60 charging specific offenses in offices to seek for themselves, and of operations. The last sales were:
73
volving 25 transportations ot explo the political situation became more Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar'
107
sives.
muddled than ever.
94
In his statement issued today John- Atchison .
(The decision; commented on the
158
Northern Pacific
nature of the evidence in the Indian- son said;
7
59M
"I had hoped at the expiration of United States Steel
apolis trial, saying:
107
States
United
pfd
Steel,
"The evidence presented in the my term of office to take up my life
printed hill of exceptions makes sev- where I left it in 1910 (the legal pro
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
eral printed volumes asd it is not- fession.) Hut the men and women
Jan. 6. Wheat prices
Chicago,
able that no error is assigned for ex- who.in the past three years have plachardened
today, influenced to some
of testimony ed California in the very lead of the
ception or rejection
extent
a liberal decrease in the
by
throughout the trial except as to the progressiva and humanitarian states
visible supply. The openEuropean
of
of
the
insist
another
union,
admissibility
testimony by
upon
to
cent higher, with ,a
and Clark, who were defend- candidacy by me, and demand that I ing was
slight subsequent reaction. Closing
continue in the fight ,;,
ants under the indictments."
were weak,
to
under last
"Very many,, both progressives and prices
Concerning the conspiracy charges
night,
decision
the
reads:
others, have asked me to become a
Corn showed firmness. Prices start"Both conspiracy counts plainly candidate for United States senator;
ed
off to a like amount up, and
comto
over a continuing conspiracy
and if a candidacy on my part he
mit continuous oftense against the necessary and I were to consult my later made a gain all around. The
United States, in the carriage of pro- personal desires alone, X. should pre- close was weak at a net decline of
1
net.
to 1 cent
hibited explosives, as described. The fer this; but if I must yield my hope
sustained oats.
Scattered
buying
contention that the purpose for of retirement this year. I feel that 1
which the explosives were to be used should be govened in my course sole- Quotations seemed inclined to keep
was not within federal cognizance, is ly b the desire to carry forward the within Vh cent of last night's level
First sates of provisions were 2
to me and. to
entirely outside oftho lssup. If he cause that
1
to
'
down, and there was no sign of
carriage of the explosives was the maintaiiiiaud preserve what has been
The last quota
any
improvement.
subject matter of thd consplra 4t dene, in my native state. Accordingviolation of the federal statutes would ly, I shall become a candidate for gov- tions were:
Wheat, May
July 87.- establish the conspiracy within the ernor again."
; im
65."-"July'
May 66
Corn;
terms of the federal statute.'!'
'
"July
May
38. '
Oats,
39:
McCain was business agent of LoHeney to Run for Senate
Pork, May $20.75.
cal No. 16 of the Iron workers' assoSan Francisco, Jan. 6. Francis J.
Lard, May $10.97.
ciation at Kansas City. Ray was Heney, when told of Governor JohnRibs, May $11.07.
president of Local No. 112 at Peoria, son's decision to become a candidate
Houlihan was financial secretary of for
announced
that he
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Local No. 1 at Chicago, Sherman was would run for the United States sen
Kansas
City, Jan. 6. Hogs, receipts
22
No.
Indianat
Local
of
ate.
president
Heney previously had announc
Market
steady. Bulk $7.81
20,000.
apolis, Bernard was financial secre- ed that he would be a candidate for
8.10:
heavv
packers and
$88.15:
44
No.
Cincinnati.
at
Local
either governor or senator, according
tary of
butchers
$7.958.15; lights $7.70
Attorney Zoline said that he had ad- to Johnson's decision as to which of
$6.757.50.
8.05;
a
statement
pigs
make
not
to
vised Ryan
fice he would not seek.
Cattle, receipts 9,000. Market stea
and that the latter would abide by It
dy. Prime fed steers $8.509; dres
Six of the 33 men sentenced are
The "Mischief Quartette" and lt'
sed beef steers $7.258.50; western
in prison at Leavenworth, tha others
Work
steers
Each
$6.75(S8.50: southern steers
the
on
The
bail.
month of January
year
having been released
8; cows $4.407.25; heifers $6.50
men In prison are Herbert S. Hockin numbers its list of victims from influenza, la grippe,
bronchitis and 9; stockers and feeders $5.757.50;
of Detroit, formerly secretary of the
pneumonia.
The nromot use of Fo
Iron Workers' union; John T. Butler, ley's Honey and Tar Compound will bulls
$57.25; calves $6.5011.
'
P. A. Cooley of New Orleans; Frank check the onset of a cold and stop a
Sheep, receipts 8,00. Market stea
e cough,
C. Webb of New York, M. J.
preventing the development to dy. Lambs $7.408; yearlings $5.50
more serious conditions. Keep it on
wethers $5.506; ewes $4.50
of Phiiadeiphiar'Tind Murray L. hand.
O. G. Schaofer and Red Cross 07.65;
Pennell of Springfield, 111.
.
Adv.
Drug Store.

In Panama
The Two Funny Fellows
Come to Life, You See Them
in the Morning Papers, and
Meet Ihein Face to Face at
the Theatre.

50 - PEOPLE - 50
TWO CAR.S OF SPECIAL SCENERY

14 Months in New York,' 6 Months

1

(55-50-

Seats at Murphey's
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Underweaur

JnieJry 2 to 18

See our beautiful line o Gowns, Petticoats,
nation Suits, Corset Covers and Chemises.
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Cun-nan-

4 Months in Boston
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"

in Chicago,

Prices, $1.50, $1.00 and 75c
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.
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Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Bomaine. Adv.
R. E. Curry of St. Louis was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Walter Lyman of Watrous came in

an architect of
came in last night ror a short
business visit.
L. J. Hand came in yesterday from
bis home at Los. Alamos for a brief
business visit.
Dr. C. L. Powell of Boise, Idaho,
arrived in Las Vegas last night for
a several days' vlstt.
A. M. Adler left last night for New
York, where he will be on business
for the cext few weeks.
Joe Danziger returned last night
from Roswell where he has been visiting for the past few weeks.
Robfert Kasper returned this afternoon from a several weeks' visit with
friends and relatives in Denver.
John L. Zimmerman left last night
for Albuquerque, where he will be on
business for the next few days.
R. C. Dillon,jHroprietpr of a meat
market at Encino, N. M.'; &me in las!
n'ight for a few flays' business visit.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Fisher came in
last night from their home at Mineral Hill for a short, visit in Las
Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B, Graham of Albuquerque came In last night and
will be visitors in Las Vegas for sevR. Carr,

Ros-wel- l,

eral

days.
G. H. Irvin, representative

for the
Trawlick Renard Carpet company of
St. Louis, was a business visitor in
Jj&a Vegas today.
Miss Mildred McMauon returned
last night from her home in Clovis,
where she has been spending the
Christmas holidays.
J. A Conley came in last night
from Raton for a short visit here on
'
railroad business. He is division
master mechanic for the Santa Fe.
J. E. Hannum, division manager of
the Continental Oil company, came
in last night from his headquarters
Sn Albuquerque for a short business

visit.

..

..

..

V

months in Las Vegas last summer

and fall, came in last night from the
cast and will remain here indefinitely.

E. T. Plowman, district manager for

the Harvey system, returned to Las

Vegas this afternoon, again with an
attack of erysipelas. Mr. plowman
left yesterday for the south, but was
forced to return on account of illness.
C. L. Kline, for a number of years
a resident of Las Vegas and employed as claim adjuster for the New
Mexico division of the Santa Fe railroad, left this afternoon for Los Angeles. He will remain in California
for several months and later locate
in the northwest.!
Klopf, a prominent
Captain H.
merchant of Neilsville Wis., and an
officer of the national guard of t&at
state, Is here for a short visit with
Byron Archibald, a friend of many
Captain
years, 'and Mrs. Archibald.
Klopf Is well known in military circle Sa Wisconsin and is rated as one
of thelbest officers of the guard there.
He will be here only two or three
lays, It is understood.

PHILLIPS

US

Is

Starts 8
Tickets 55 Gents

n

fa

Ji ill

LOT

Corset Covers and Drawers 40c and 50c value at

LOT

3

Corset Covers, Drawers, Gowns and Skirts 65c yalue at
Drawers,, Gowns and Skirts 75c and 85c values at
;JVV:
LOT 5

59c

-

ot the

Cincannti, O., Jan. 6. If all or any
of the requests of the Players' Fraternity for a revision of the rules of organized aseall is to be grSvod by the
National Baseball commission or the
committee from tbe minor leagues, it
will be only after a hard struggle. This
developed early at the joint meeting
of the three bodies heer today, when

.43

LOT 4

:..

BANK S'TRUST CO,
EOFLES
OF EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO

NATIONAL
BASEBALL
COMMISSION IS DISPOSED TO IGNORE DEMANDS

35o

'

RESOURCES

.State...

the committee from the fraternity was
heard.
.'
Players' Demands Look Reasonable
The committee was heade3"Ty DaLOT
vid Fultz, president of the fraternity.
Drawers, Gowns, Skirts, Princess Slips and Combination
It was decided to take up the
Suits ?1.25 values at
98o
one by one.
LOT 7
The first request was:
"When a player receives ten days'
Drawers; Gowns, Skirts, Princess Slips and Combination
notice of unconditional release- ho
Suits 1.50 and $1.75 values at
: $1.25
shall be free to sign with any team, im
mediately, the contract to run from
the expiration of the
period."
The Popular Price Store
Phone Ma.ln 104
After
of an hour discussion, it was laid aside to be taken
1
,
up later.
The second request taken up read:
"National association players shall
TO receive
10 days' notice before they can
be released unconditionally."
Mike Sexton argued against this
rule for the committee from the minor lieagues. He said this concession
mighj be made by Class AA and 'Class
A leagues, but that below that standing it it was impossible.
After debate the question was passed
over for further consideration.
GAME
WILL
FAST
OF BOXBALL PLAYED FAST VOLLEYBALLL GAME
Request No. 3, which reads: "When
LAST NIGHT AT THE
BE PRELIMINARY TO BASa player is transferred he shall be
. ' !
KETBALL CONTEST
. Y. M. C. A.
transferred subject to all the terms
The first game,pf the senior box-baAs a preliminary to 'the big basket- of his contract," brought forth more
tournament of the Y. M. C. A. ball game between the High school opposition from the national commisRv consent,, thin nnnnprl nvpr
was- played las,f night with whoop and the Y. M. C. A., to be played at. sinn.
for
further
deliberation, after heated
have
One
and a hurrah,;
might
the armory Friday night, there will
argument.
or
football
a
that
between
basketball,
a
be
fast
thought
volleyball game
Request No. 4 was the first one
team
some other kind of big game was on a
Men's
crack Business
that
really met with no opposition. It
in
rooters
made
the
the
classs
noise
the
that
Senior
one
by
chosen from
and
read:
applauding the good plays and groan- This game will be played In two
"When a player Is transferred he
ing at the "splits." The athletic halves and promises to bo fast and
shall be furnished with a writing
Preachers nosed out a victory with exciting.
shall be binding on all the
27 pins. - The
a margia-of-on- ly
The Business Men hold a record of which,
did their best, but Old never having been defeated In the ganized baseball is tobe granted by the
Man Hard Luck seemed to be behind past four years. This is due to the teams have a claim to him and what
claim is."
every ball Hal Stewart threw down fact that they have played thee times that
No.. 5 brought up another
Request
the alley, and thus they have the a week during that entire time. They
consolation to know that they did not have grown to be excellent players, squabble. It reads:
"When a player receives his unconlose altogether because of bad bowl- and the best men In the entire class
ditional
release or when waivers are
!,
ing.
will be chosen for the game Friday.
pi
On
ednesdai; night "Scotty" The Senior team likely will be chosen asked on him, ho shall be notified In
!3mith and hifc Highrollers will buck from the best volleyball players in the writing to taat effect."
The commission seriously objected
the Dormdwellers, and a great game the class, and they expect to win
the part concerning waivers. Chair,
,to
Is expected.
"Scotty" claims the from the veterans.
man Herrmann explained that the
M.
Y.
C.
A.
for
of
the
championship
The outlook for the (basketball
insix consecutive games, his average game is promising for the High school. secret asking of waivers did not
while Fultz
ball
the
players,
jure
"some"
is
which
conreally
being 191,
The youngsters have practiced
score. On the other hand, "Doc" tinually during the last week and are could not understand wny any secrecy
matter was necessary. This
Jones, captain, of the Dormdwellers, in excellent shape. The Y.' M. C. A. in the
over.
who lives dn the building, has been five held a practice last night and request was finally laid
In
the showed
known to sneak downstairs
up in fairly go"Sd form, but
IT WAS PREDICTED
early morning hours to try a game will be at a disadvantage In the game
Jan. 6. It is underWashington,
on the alley, not, understand,-- , with
Friday night on account of one of the stood here that the transfer of JJir
but
the
of
the idea
"pay,"
evading
star players being disabled and also Lionel
Carden, British minister at
rather to "git the practice."
on account of the smallness of the Mexico
City, to Brazil, is to some exScore for last night:
High school players. However, the tent a
sequel to the observations of
Baskettossers, 1,433
"Y" boys expect to win and will put
William
Sir
Tyrrell, private secretary
171
1T3
154
Winters, Capt.
up their usual fast game.
to
Edward
Sir
Grey, British minister
163 114 153
Stewart
The advance ticket sale has been for
affairs
during his stay in
foreign
!J7
163 166
White
g
attend'sood, and a
November.
Sir Willast
J'
Washington
Preachers, 1,460
ance is expected. The entire High liam noted the
official
in
impression
131 143 1S7
J. L. Imhof, Capt
school will turn out to the game as
with
interview
the
circles
reported
by
159
145
1153
DeMaralsf,.
rooters for their team, while the
In the course of which t
Sir
Lionel,
168 197 177
LeNoir'r
boosters for the Y. M. C. A. team will
latter, waaf said to have questioned tne
White, be
Averages LeNoir, 180
equally strong.
information of the Washing adminis153
1681-3- ;
Imhof,
166;
Winters,
The official lineups of the two tration"
.
1431-3regarding the Mexican situa
ll-S;
DeMarais.
Stewart,
teams will be announced later this
- ;
s
tion,
Next game Wednesday night:
week.
vs. Dormdwellers.
NEW HAVEN IS WILLING
The high score for last week was
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Jan.
After a two
Washington,
made by Earle Murphy and Ed Hite,
Bob Moha vs. Roy Kenny, 10 rounds
between Atconference
hours'
today
223.
each with a mark of
at New York City.
and
General
McReynolds
torney
YiY"
Freddie Welsh vs. Frank. Whitney, Chairman Howard Elliott of the New
.aw.-0
10 rounds at Atlanta.
York,) New Haven & Hartford rail'JESS WILLARD FACES TRIAL
the New
Los Angeles, Jan. 8. The cases of MIDWINTER GOLF AT PINEHURST road, ft was understood that
a
to
will
Haven
"agree
unusJess Willard, the heavyweight pugiFinehurst, N. ,,C.,i Jan. 6. An
to restore competition In transporlist, and ten others who are accused ually large field r of .entries .marked
tation
throughout New England. No
of alleged violation of the state law the opening today of the eleventh anbut
announcement
official
"oh
held
tournament
'are
the
nual midwinter golf
prohi:bitlng"pttze'"fighting
in
remain
will
Mr.
Elliott
Washington
superior court docket for trial tomor- under the auspices of the Pinehurst
was believed,
row. All of the accused were con- Country Club. The tournament will for several days and, it
of
the
details
settle
plan.
may
nected with the Jess Willard-Johcontinue until Saturday and will be
"Bull, Young bout at Vernon last followed next week by the annual
It is said that the time ball of the
August, in which Young was fatally tournament of the Winter Golf League
Greenwich observatory never
'
famous
of Advertising Interests.
injured.
has been wrong except once In 1878
when It was about half a second late.

9,800.55

ten-da-

y

three-quarte-

.:.'.

Total Resources
'

John

W. Harris,

President

PLAY 'AGAINST

BASKETTOSSER

SENIORS

BUNCH

ll

-

!

-

3.709.00

'

8.438.47

Due to Banks.
Individual Deposits, subject to check without
notice

5,908.97
147,898.23

Savings Deposits or Deposits in Interest or
Savings Department
Certifleateo of Deposit
Cashier's Checks' outstanding
Total Liabilities

8,2.44.15
30,848.51
386.50
$320,653.83

Dividends paid during the past year on Capital Stock
Amount
Per Cent
Date Paid.....

Geo. H. Hunker, Vice

PREACHERS BEAT BUSINESS HEN

114,220.00

Undivided Profits (Including accrued interest
and any other amounts set aside for special
purposes, less current expenses, interest
and taxes paid
.,

$320,653.83

Depositors
Number of Savings Depositors
110
,
All Other Depositors, ( excluding Banks) . 1 . . . . . .'. . 550
.......
,u i
r..,vor ..fll
Interest Paid on Deposits
On Savings Deposits
.';'..??.'.'.-..- . 4 per cent
On Other Individual Deposits
2 per cent

$

it

Surplus......

3.130
1,207.55
5,463

National Bank Notes

.

Graubarth

LIABILITIES

91,521.50

Gold Coin
Silver Coin

1913

Capital Stock Paid In

All Other Loans
155.676,33
$272,799
Overdrafts
None
Bonds, Securities, etc.. including Premiums thereon
Other Bonds, Stocks, Warrants,
Etc
2,700
2,700
Furniture and Fixtures
8,459
Due from Banks
24,882.10
Checks and Other Cash Items. ..
2,012.30
Actual Cash on Hand

6

Hoffman

close of business December 31.

Loons and Discounts
Sec'd by R'l State (incl. mortg's
owned
$ 25,602.05
Sec'd by Col't'l other than Real

Drawers, Gowns, Skirts, Princess Slips and Combination
Suits $1.00 value
79o

&

n

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

2to

2

STATE IBANK REPORT

,....;......

....No

.

No

;

HO.

.

President

...No

Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary

. . . DIR.ECTOR.S . . .
Sigraund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Chaa. Danziger, Daniel CaasldT, D. L. Batchelor, ciemente Padilla, Jose
A. Baca, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, GeoE. Morrison, Elmer B. Veeder, Jose Felix EsqulDeV
J. E. Brown, Bernhardt AppeL George H. Hunker.
f
STATE OF NEW MEXICO

i

;

)

County of San Miguel
)
I. W. lively, Assistant Secretary, and John VJ Harris, President, and Geo. II. Hunker, TJirector, and
Bernrhardt Appel, Director, and Cecilio Rosenwald, Director of ihe Peoples Bank and Trust Company
of Lag Vegas, New Mexico, a Trust Company organized under the laws of the Territory, now State
of New Mexico, upon oath duly sworn, each for himself ' depose th and says, that the above and fore-

going statements of the Resources and Liabilities, Deposits, Interest paid on deposits and Dividends
paid on Capital and Stock, of the above named bank at the close of business December 21st, 1913 are
'
correct and true. '
"
I. W. Lively, Assistant Secretary; John W. Harris,' President; Geo. H. Hunker, Director; Bernhardt
Appel, Director; Cecilio P. Rosenwald, Director.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th day of January A. D. 1914.
'
a
w- - c- - FUGATB, Notary Public.
S fa
Commission
March
1915.
28,
My
expires

J

'

,

-

Harry7 Grant Kelly, son of Mr. and
Mrs. II. W. Kelly, left Sunday for
school,
Denver, where he will
with
the
holidays
Bpent
after having
bis' parents'.
Jack McGreevey, the well known
vaudeville artist who spent several

,

LOT
v
Corset Covers and Drawers 25c and 35c value at

V 4,

short business

visit
C.

FIVE

OUT TO THE PLAYERS

We again offer our patrons the choicest selection of undeij-wea- r
in rriuslin, cambric, nainsook and crepe ranging as follows:

(

a,

6, 1914.

LITTLE HOPE IS HELD

PERSONALS

this afternoon for

TUESDAY, JANUARY

lit ELECTED

DEPARTMENT
HOLDS ANNUAL MEETING
'
LAST EVENING

EAST LAS VEGAS
1

s
At a meeting of the East Las
Fire deypartment,. held last night,
the following officers were elected to
serve for the coming year: Chief,
Fredv Phillips; assistant chief, R. W.
Smith; first captain, George Sutherland; second captain, Dr. G. M. Jones;
secretary and treasurer, R. W. Smith.
The meeting proved full of interest.
The final report of the New Year's
J5ve dance has not been prepared, but
the affair undoubtedly was a success,
Other official business was taken up
at the session, but the' election was
the principal event.
All those officers who were elected
to succeed themselves have given satisfactory service during the last year,
and the choice was popular with all
the members.
Ve-pa-

M0pj

.

HIJ

IF

"1 jO

I ll

The Last Three Days of the Sale

UARY 6, 7 .nd 8

i

k

CLOSING BARGAIN YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO

M

t

j

record-breakin-

Children's Suits, 'ages! four to nine years,' sold Q y Q D
.
regularly for $8.00 go during the sale for.

m

2--

i

High-roller-

::

AS FIREMEN'S CHIEF

A

was'-made-

,

Boy's Suits, ages nine to fifteen, regular price
Nine to Eleven Dollars
.
.
.
.

9

Boy's Overcoats, a splendid assortment, ages from 13 to
ci o fin iiu pxu.uu k
xl years, luguiur puce mini qix.uu
will go choice for.
--

nn

it

Any Man's Suit

f?

or Overcoat in the house, while

they last go tor .

.

.

.

n

coal no

VJQ&B.

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA; COAL
W

HOLESALE

AN D

17. G ODD

R

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

s

E TA I L

on

Detroit claims to manufacture more
overalls than any other American
city. Its annual output of overalls,
coats, trousers and gloves is worth
approximately $10,000,000.

frtln$1

Switches
to make;
switches maile from hair comb-

WANTED

ings; work guaranteed. Ell Ninth
street Phone Main 383.

VERALLS FOR 50c

DIE

R THIS SALE

Vin. IARPER,
pneio?

f if! f
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;
;
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday night M
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Donglas avenue
in 8 o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members are e
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertx. Prea
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. &
M. Cary, W. M., IL S. Van Baily. Treasurer.'

Petten, Secretary.

F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesLAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
day evenings each month at Woodcents per line each Insertion.
men hall. Visiting brothers cordial,
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
First Boarder Why are you going Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Tatm-p"conclave
ly invited to attend, C. N. Douglas,
No ad to occupy lest space than two
:o leave?
In
' the
each
W.
month
at
P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.
day
Second Boarder I'm afraid
lines
All advertisements
charged
m. G. H.
at
7:1
p.
TmI
me.
on
has
landlady
will be booked at space actually set
designs
Klakel, B. C; Chaa. Tamne,
First Boarder How so?
without regard to number of words.
'
Second Boarder
At supper last
Cash In advlnce preferred.
light she gave me the breast of the
LOCAL TIME CARD
jhlcken Instead of the neck.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in
A
OPINION
East Bound
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
A. Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No. 2.. . 7:20
7:45 p. m.
p. m
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p. No. 4.. .11:54 p. m
11:59 p. m.
Blood, Secretary.
No. 8.. . 2:25 a. m
2:30 a. m.
No. 10.. . 1:35 p. m
2:00 p. m
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
West Bound
1. Meets every Monday evenin m
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN t.
Arrive
Depart
their hall on Sixth street All vttftln! No. 1... .1:10 p. m
1:35 p. m.
brethren cordially invited to atteil No. 3... . 6:35 a. m..... 6:40 a. m.
D. Fries, N. Q.; Gus Lehman, V. Q.; No. 7... . 4:20 p. m
4:30 p. m,
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Werti No. 9... . 6:35
7:00 p. m.
p. m
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeierj
Trustee.

Five

Reg-f'uk?l-

fr.d

Ma-son- io

NON-EXPE-

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
6

Fa slo

OFFICE IN TOWN

B.

P, O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wro. J.
FOR
SALE Household
furniture, Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Tuesday and Wednesday. 822 Fifth Secretary.
Peter-- I
say, Jimmy, what do they
street. Phone Vegas 241.
mean by "fearsome" in this here game
KNIGHTS ANDiLADIES OF SECURof golf?
;
FOR SALE Household goods. 716
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
Don't know, Peter, un
Jimmy
Seventh street.
less it's the way some folks play.
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
POOR OLD GENTLEMAN
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, FinanFOR RENT Furnished rooms with cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy,
private board If desired. 710 Grand 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
avenue.
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
FOR RENT Cottage In desirable
neighborhood, newly painted, pa L. O. O. MOOSE Meets
second and
perea, electric lights. Low rate.
fourth
each
Thursday
evening
Phone Purple 5301.
month at ..W. O. W. hall. Visiting
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Llm Secretary
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. Phone J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54t
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
Purple 5301.
day of the month in the vestry roomi
of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock p
m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
vlted. iBaao Appel, president; Charle
WILL
and
sell
cattle
and
horser
. J. t
Greenclay, Secretary.
7ll.
buy
j
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral B)'l,
"Why, what's the trouble, son?"
N. M.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
"Boo-hoI leaved my piece of
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
mince pie on that beach and, boo-Love at Woodmen ol the World hall,
hoo! you're sittin' right on it"
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
SAFE
LOST Freight bill book. "Armour" Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Local Deputy. Visiting
on cover. Return to L. V. Transfer Montague,
members are especially welcooe and
company.
cordially Invited.

uit SAijij one dun colored mare
mule at city pound, Saturday, Jan.
uary 10, at 10 o'clock a. m.

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

f

A

It
!

1

o
o
o
o

KNIGHTS

BefferEMPRESS
FLOUR rWy is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

!

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

COUN-

The Best Place to Eat
-4-

Breakfast, Dinner or Supper

A

Guest I shouldn't drink this Frencl
wine. I hate the land of France.
Waiter That's all right, sir. It's
merely labeled French It's bottled in.

in Las Vegas

PLAT- E-

BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH.
GREY (STERLING) FINISH
1

V

EMPRESS
can be ov

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS
20c per 16t lbs

....... 25o

to' 2,000

per 10S lbs.
per 10fl lbs.
40c per 1st Iba.
50c per 1Ct Ik

..............30c

..............

AGUA PUR A COMPANY

C C. CLAYTON, prop

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Nataral Ice, tke Purity
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Hade Las Vegas famon.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

617 DOUGLAS AVE.
Next to Postal Telegraph Office

California.

SILVER

or More, Each Dal very
lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 60 lbs. Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,

MERCHANTS CAFE

?3

THESE DAYS
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.

ANT Ads
Are Best

'
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
;

Market Finders

ATTORNEY
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A, Hunker. Chester A. Hnnkm
Attorneya-at-La-

()

oc

COLUMBUS,

giving you

RETAIL PRICES

J5e

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

OF

Dentist
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Dental work of any description at
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
moderate prices
Pioneer building. Visiting members
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 181 are
cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.

'

way when you
leam how Much

Lost

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

f you use

a present for doing something
you 'd do wiy

3

Miscellaneous

Q

-i-

EMPRESS
FLOUR

For Rent

New Mexl

Las Vegas.

.'"3)r

ADVEP-- v

TISEMENTS

o
THE ONLY UNION

AND CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

TOR

RESTAURANT

HORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THB BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLXD

M3T
RATES

LOBBY

Wanted

r

PHONE'

ohe

LEAVE BEFORE TOO LATE

o
o
o
o
o

waa

o

TfT)

""N

JANUARY 6, 1914.

MONUMENT

JONES-BOWEfl-

f

Mrs. Jigson Mrs. Ketchem alwayt
married well, didn't she?
Mrs. Wlgson She always divorced
much better. She has accumulated
quite a fortune from her alimony.

CO

Others,

E. A. JONES

W. W. BOWERS.

WANTED Clean cotton rags
Optlo

office.

wfeo

read usA

py

at

As the
Ihle sorts

kts.

l.m'l

eg

ims
fcef

t!

marer ads. la this aewrvafr want
amtomosll, mA Kar.aJs.?-- ,

easU Cor) booXs,

and furnltiiire, articles ol essoinees et aay
atromeats.

Years Practical Experience.

v

ktt

are snxloun to

215 E. Central
23

That property yom vaat lo sell la WOK1H KOEt
a
womlf
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ROOD MYSTERY
TO SOLVE
and soft old ruins of tfie savage oT(f "strong"I am Airxe," she began
as
London, Jan. 6. That ilia nove.ls
as carelessly
7S
stopped short, seized with shyness. hold,
.
Was it courtesy to explain to the as if there were no wars or intrigues Charles Dickens are still popular
or politics or plots which had bpen English readers is evidenced hy ia-young monsieur about her distin
and were to be close to the lives of
interest manifested by the pu! -guished father? She found herself
all of them. Till, as the red round lively
suddenly in an agony of confusion. eun went
lic
at
large in the mock trial arran-:'-- ;
down be'uind the mountain
Then the stranger made a low bow
the
Diekena Fellowship, to solr-- t
by
and spoke In the gentlest friendly of the Rose, Francois' quick eye
the
of who murdered Edwin
a
of
question
figure
sight
rapcaught
swinging
!
tones.
-ii
;'
Many theories as to to
"It is enough. It is a charming idly down the mountain road where Drood.
crime and its perpetrators have been
name, Mademoiselle Alixe. I believe the Prince had come.
"But look, Louis," he called from be- advanced, but the mock trial to be
AimJOTC f THE PfRfTCT TRIBUTE, THC DITTO? TREASURE", ETC..
I shall now think it tho most charmhind the rock where he was preparing, conducted at
ing name In France."
Holora H iU tomorrow- ILLSVORTfl
ILLUOTATO5
"Sho has more of a name than that, as a. robber baron, to swoop down on night will undoubtedly be the most
however, Monsieur," and Francois Prince Louis toconvoying Alixe as an notable effort yet made to solve th
U
A7f??n cafiwy
jw isr
rj
weather-hardeneii
Pietro's monastery In
the
skin
escaped nun
through
stepped across the grass and stood by another
comer.
that, by" a rapid step, to this " castle
flood, and then fade out the little
a brown-remystery which was established by th&
her knight, unconscious
girl,
SYNOPSIS.
And the boy Prince, suddenly grave, death of Dickens before the compleprison."
leaving it gray. The boy had nevei of tho ;art he played. "It is a very
The rest of the letter belongs to a
seen the general look so. With that grand name, the other ono. For our shaded his eye with his hand and tion of his novel. Sir James Barrie,
CHAPTER
I Franco li Beaupre,
later part of the story. That little
arms were thrown out on the
Then his Jerome K.
the
seigneur, the father of Alixe, is Mon- gazed np the mountain.
Jerome, Sir Fank Burnand,
peaaant babe of three years, after an Pietro Zappl should be led Into the
table and the big grizzled head fel sieur the Baroii Gaspard Curgaud, a hand fell and he sighed. "The adven- W. W. Jacobs and a number of other
launustng incident in wlilcn Marshal Noy
fl(fure, 1b made a Chevalier of France narrative by the hand of his closest
into them.
general of Napoleon himself; was in- ture is over," he said. "I must go
iby the Emperor Napoleon. In the home friend was the object for which the
Then he lifted his head and tole deed with the Emperor at St. Helena," back to the Prince business. It is noted literary lights will participate
of the lad'a parents in the vlllaKe of
in the production. The proceeds oC
France, where the emperor had brief letter was introduced, and, that acthe boy how the friend whom he hat
Francois had no false modesty, no Monsieur Lebas."
ily stopped to hold a council of war.
the course of history
complished,
after
60
o;
found
the evening's entertainment will b
the
many
llonsieur
arrived
years
lately,
Lebas,
tutor,
he
ho
felt that
had
prophesied that the boy migiit
one day be a marshal of France under bends back to the quiet Valley of
had gone away not to come
in anything but a playful hu- donated to the TlDy Tim Cripple fund.
separation,
shortly
Alice's
now
lu
the
standing
placed
tnother. Bonaparte.
Delesmontes and the children growing
back in this life, and how Pietro wat best light possible. The strange boy mor. The boy's mother, Queen
CHAPTER II At the ape of ten Fran-jco- up under the shadows of the castle
was in Rome, and he was re
fatherless. Francois, holding tighlh felt It, too, it seemed, for ho started
meets a stranger who is astonished towers.
with both fists t. the general'-- ; hand as Francois spoke of Napoleon; bis sponsible; he had been frightened to
when the boy tells him he may one day
The
his
in
THICK, GLOSSY HMR
general, sitting
struck to the heart reserved face
library
be a "marshal of France under another
listened wide-eyebrightened and his cap the verge of madness by the prince's
the morning after the arrival chronJNapoleon."
"But he had a brave life, raj was off -l sweeping low as he bowed escapade.
CHAPTER III Francois demonstrates icled In the quoted letter, stared at
The
seigneur it is the best thing tha' again to Alixe more deeply. Francois
playmates were separated
FREE FROM DAHiiUFF
Ills nerve by climbing a lofty church his old friend from under his heavy
is. My mother said so. Mj was
there
Grave
Received
With
It
It was in him to en- swiftly. Monsieur Lebas refused with
The
Marquis
delighted.
teeple. This deed is witnessed by the- brows as if trying vigorously to conmother told me that we shall einil' joy dramatic effect, as it is in most something like horror the eage'r sugintranger who marvels at the boy's itameCourtesy.
ness and asks him to visit him at vince himself of his presence. The
later, when we are with the gooi Frenchmen. He faced about to Fletro. gestion that he and his charge should
'the Chateau.
the night at the chateau. The GIRLS! BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR!
marquis, an Italian of North Italy, tall It a mistake that you should raise a God, to think that we ever feared
This One, Monsieur," he went on, spend
CHAPTER IV Francois visits General and proud and quiet, had the air more child of his class to the place you death on this earth. For she
MAKE IT SOFT, FLUFFY AND
one
Prince
miwt be gotten off French
says
the Baron Gaspard Gourgaud, who with of a student than of a soldier. A
much taken with himself as master of
!
LUXURIANT
God
I
see
have
that
but
you
lives
with
him,
time
the
.Alixe, his
a long
given
daughter,
good
ceremonies, "is Monsieur the Marquis ground without a moment's delay.
t tho Chateau. A soldier of the Empire little the air, also, of an Invalid, for understand what you are about. He spends
dear
friends
all
one'i
come,
and
later,
also
father
of
His
the
fought
under Napoleon he lires
Zappi
boy's imagItaly.
and Is worthy of a good fate."
and it is pleasant and it Is for a long for the great captain."
ination with stories of his campaigns he stooped and walked languidly, was
CHAPTER X.
Try as yon will, after an application
Iwith the emperor.
a cough caught him at times. He
The day came when, on the next long time, while here it :s, after all,
of
The
interrupted
Danderlne, you cannot find a single
boy
strange
quiet
CHAPTER V Francois' father loses talking, on that morning in the library, morning, the Marquis Zappi was due quite short. Is not that true, my swiftly. "I know," he said. "Of the
Promise.
The
trace
of dandruff or falling hair and!
while the general listened; it was not to start on his long journey to Amer- seigneur? My mother said it."
Jila possessions in a game of chance.
"Mon Dieu!" said the general.
Italian
Prince
under
Eugene;
will not itch, but what will
corps
your
scalp
of
usual
order
things.
ica. Out on the lawn, in the shadow
It was six years later. At the new
CHAPTER
VMfhe general offers the
Big little Pietro had to be told what also on the staff of Lannes. I know
most, will be after a few
"So you see, Gaspard," the marquis of the beech trees he eat and watched had
you
Francois a home at the Chateau. The
please
how
and
the
chateau
seemed
not
a
of
blade
general the name well," and he had Pietro's
happened
grass
boy refuses to leave his parents, but in went on in his quiet reticent way, his son
when you see new hair,
weeks'
Alixe.
use,
little
as
ball
with
to
was
now
him
be
a
to
father
playing
'the end becomes copyist for the general
hand in a firm grasp and was looking changed. The general stood in the
land learns of the friendship between the "that I have believed in our old friendThen he was aware of Francois stand- beet he might, and Alixe and Francoit
and downy at first yes .but
fine
of
midst
of
millions
with
face
into
embarrassed
the
lad's
treneral and Marquis Zappl, who cam- ship. I have taken for granted a welbefore
The boy held some would be his sister and brother. He hie
blades of grass as he stopped short really new hair growing all over the?
paigned with the General under Napol- - come for my boy I could not have ing in his him.
dreamy keen eyes.
closed hand, and with that took the blow dumbly and went about
on the sloping lawn which led down scalp.
thing
were
The
yet
children,
surprised,
done it with another man. The voy- he opened his lingers and stretched his studies next morning, but for
to the white stone steps which led to
scarcetoo
a
A little Danderine immediately
to
wonder
that
boy
(Continued From Yesterday.)
young
age to America and my stay there it to the marquis. The marquis looked many days he could not play, anc
the sunken garden. Alixe, In her rid- doubles the beauty of your hair. No
have
should
themselves
older
than
ly
will last, it may be a year. I have inquiringly at the yellow metal.
only Francois could make him speak the army of Napoleon at his fingers' ing habit, with a feather in her bat,
difference; how dull, faded, brittle ana
"What is this?" he asked; he was He was handsome extraordinarily
brought Pietr to leave him with you
gauntleted gloves on her hands,
ends; he gave them no time to think and
will have him."
If
scraggy, just moisten a ciotn wma
you
to
now
this
be
child.
She
was
lovable
as
to
a
handsome
and
be
bo
prepared
surprised by
CHAPTER VII.
good
lovely
startling.
about it,
This old officer of Napoleon had, boy about once in so often, so he sim- but slow in initiative whore Francois-wadraw in
Danderine and carefully
"One sees, without names, that you looked at the ground, half shy, half
after all his battles and killings, the ply suspended judgment at a thing
one emali
with
where Francois was
taking
her
hair,
your
the
and
beat
through
The Crown of Friendship.
laughing,
shy
grass'
ready,
are of the noblesse," he said simply, riding-whip- .
and the heart of his own unexpected.
Francois was ' leaning strand lit a time. The erfect Is im
friends with all the world, steady
In the
carved, old mar simplicity
the three in his sleepy
his throat
embracing
cleared
he
But
little
girl.
is
bril
"It
Mar
was
for
Monsieur
and
toward
where
the
her
the
you,
peasant boy
going
talking, and the gen mediate and amazing your hair will
iogany desk of a Virginia house, in a
glance. He turned to Francois. "And
of carelessdown the lawn, be
quls." Francois smiled radiantly and liant. Between the two, of such con
drawer where are packets of yellowed hurriedly with a bravado
eral,
slowly
coming
You
light, fluffy and Wary, and have
you. Monsieur the spokesman?
and before the marquis could do continued to
letters tied up and labeled, te a letter ness,
present the
trasting types, was an unshaken bond are also of a great Bonapartist house?" felt a flood of pride rise In him as he an apTKiarance of abundance; an ia
he
him
more
at
smile
than
wistfully,
a
written years later, referring to that
piece. "It Is my own; the seigneui from the lirst, and at this age ii
Francois stood straight and slim; looked at this successful picture of' to comparable lustre, softness and luxurv
which he had done so much
gave It to me on my birthday, and mj seemed to bo the little peasant whr his well-kni- t
earlier time in France. Perhaps this went on:
boy
mili
in
his
young body
It is all settled; there was no need father said it was to be mine to dc had everything to give. Smaller physfashion. The two had been riding to lance, the beauty and shimmer of true
bit of the chronicle of Francois Beautary dress was carried with all the
pre could not be told so vividly as in of a word; Pietro is my son till you with as I chose. I choose to give ii ically, weaker in muscle than the big assurance of an aristocrat. He smiled gether, and Francois appeared, as hair health.
Sc boned son of North Italy, he yet took
Get a 25 cent hottla of Knowlton'a
these words of Francois written from claim him from me, and glad enough to you, Monsieur the Marquis.
his brilliant exquisite smile into the) most men do, at his best in riding
Tils prison.
He begins with the ac- I am to get him for as long as I may. that you may have plenty of money
clothes. With that, as the general Danderine from' any drug store of
face.
older, boy'e
count of an adventure, of a ride for I have a Hen on a very good manner know well what it is not to have
"Me I am a peasant," he said cheer- marched slowly down the velvet elope, toilet counter, and prove that your
I
I
of boy already, young Francoi3 Beau
ill
unseen by them, regarding them his hair is as
life.
enough money."
"I have no house."
pretty and' soft as any tha
fully.
the
but
to
I
wished
adopt,
pre, whom
The brown fist was outstretched, the
girl and his boy, this happy sister and it has been neglected or injured b3t
"So, dear Alixe," he finishes this
Is
he
lu
But
a
"He
yes.
peasant
his
not
lad
would
parents.
up
give
lifted
with
brother
the
brother
of
still
his capture
that
the detailed story
gold piece glittering in It, and
bur brother, Pietro's and mine, and no
careless treatment that's all. Adv.
down went the poor horse, and over And that makes me more eager for the marquis stared speechless. Nevei
Mil prince
Is better than Francois not his sister's hand and, bending over It,
to
betterwill
another.
play
They
unmisa
manner
hie head I spun into the ditch with
in
kissed
in his life had any one presumed tc
it
slowly,
one."
A Difference In Working Hours
a bump on the skull which dazsd ma gether and work better together, and offer him money. He looked up at thf
"Or half so good," Pietro put In with takably unbrotherly.
A man's working day is 8 hour;;.
"Mon Dieu!" gasped the general,
And when I came to there were the they will be a good brace of brothers face of the little peasant; it shone
tones.
slow
thl
afW turned on his heel and marched His body organs must work perfectwith peace and good will; he put oul
heavy Austrlans around me, gaping for my Alixo.'
"You are likelj right," the stranger
"Your Alixe," the marquis spoke his hand and took the gold piece anc
ly 24 hours to keep him fit for 8 bou
to see the Prince. And only Francois
back to his library.
agreed laconically.
work. Weak, sore, inactive kidneAll
ehut
he
afternoon
that
Beaupre to see, which they found out reflectively. "She Is a charming per- looked at it a long minute, and drew
stayed
And then without questions asked,
not do it They must be" sou?
can
of
woman
little
I
that
as
yours."
son
told
have
was
anc
in
from
a
his
case
leather
pretty promptly,
you
the library. At dinner he
pocket
in rapid eager eentences, the three up
active all the time. F
and
healthily
I
what
tell
shall
I
also
how
defied
you
and
them.
"Alessandro,
before,
placed it within carefully, and pui
told him how it waa; how Fran- taciturn.
will make them t
had
Pills
ley'
Kidney
and
Into
before
"In a great danger they say one flashed
you
my head
it away.
Tho next morning the general sent You cannot take them into your bj
was
to
leave
the
cois,
cottage,
refusing
thinks more clearly than usual one's Pietro had been hero an hour?"
I
"Thank you, Francois," said the mar
yet the son of the castle. With that for Francois to come to him in the tem without good' results followi i
'What then?"
iiiind works with smoothness, and at
quie. And then he considered agair
they were talking about the village of library. A letter had been brought a O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Dn'
T saw the children your boy and the
leisure. It was so during that ride,
have
shining little face.
Vieques, and its antiquity, and then short time before and was lying open Store. Adv.
for I followed out ae I dashed along, my girl together as if lifelong play you done this, Francois?""Why
he asked
of the old chateau; and one told the on the table by his hand.
hearing the shouts of the men back mates over the big books in the win "Why do you always do so much foi
"Francois," began the general in his FARMER ON TRIAL FOR MURDCii
legend of the treasure and of . the
t
of me, the whole train of circumthere, and it came to me :ne?"
deep
abrupt tones, "I am in trouble.
guardian dog.
Maysville, O., Jan. G. The case of
stances from one of those mornings that it would be a joy U crown one's
"That thing in Russia, for mj
"Just over the wall there is the Will you help me?"
Frank Larkin, a prominent farmer of
with Coq in the park, to this adven- life If later on" He stopped and
"Yes, my Seigneur," said Francois
When you saved the life
opening where he appeared to old
Dover township, charged with tho
ture of life and death. It was the gazed inquiringly at the calm blue seigneur.
of my seigneur."
quickly.
Pierre
Francois
tremblay,"
pointed
morning you will know before I say eyes which met his.
The general glared at him, frown- killing of John L. Brown, a Mays villa
out.
'Oh," said the marquis and starec
1t when Jean Phlllippe Moieon, in his
'Yes," the marquis answered qui
"We shall see," he said again, stock buyer, was called for trial ia
ing.
down
at the boy anxiously explaining
"I think I should like to climb the
lovely purple clothes, came mincing etly. "It would be that the crown of
then
and
suddenly as a shot from a the circuit court, here today.
"I have been afraid that I coult "Yes, Monsieur, the Marquis, Always.' wall," the stranger said.
down the graveled drive, as If afraid our friendship, if some day they might
cannon "Does Alixe love you, Fran
I
show
how
never
thanked
And
did.
The
others
you
he
yoi
watching
TSr spoiling his good shoes
and I love each other."
for the life of my seigneur. But
quite naturally an attitude of protec anxiously, ho crawled out on the un cois?"
Best Cough Medicine for Children
think he was to the seigneur, who
"I I think not, my Seigneur,' he
will do more. I will bo a friend ol tion and guidance, and Pietro accept certain pile ten feet in air. A big
am very glad to say a few words
"I
ue
reto
Do
ride
CHAPTER VIII.
Coq.
taught
you
n praise of Chamberlain's
Pietro. He Is six months youngei ed It without hesitation.
stone crashed behind him; he crawled answered in a low voictJ.
Cougti
member how your father thundered at
un
slid
Two
"I am hurting you," tke deep voice Remedy," writes Mrs. Lida Dewey,
past noiselessly,
years
than I; 1 can" teach him how to climt
on. Then there was a hoarse rumble
him?
For Alwayt.
how to fight and how to take care noticed, and it was vacation time; il of loosened masonry, and down came said and only one or two people in Milwaukee, Wis. "I have used it for
'"A strange monsieur to see me? Claire listened with serious calm and
the world had heard that voice so full years both for my children and myof himself. And I will, because 10; was August of the year 1824. The old the great blocks close to his hands
when
I
am engaged. Tell him eyes as her son told his story
'impossible!
did. Because, too, I chateau of Vieques the ruin lay he was slipping! And, above, the wall of tenderness. "I am hurting my son. self and It never fails to relieve and
that
you
thing
I will not see him.'
he came home on the day of the
think well of Pietro and besides be back behind the corn fields and smiled swayed. Then, In the instant of time But listen, Francois. It was the dear- cure a cough or cold. No family aswiti
at tho castle.
It
"And Jean Phillippe smiling, for all
should be without it
In hot sunlight.
cause of your kindness to me."
before the catastrophe, Francois had est wish of Pietro's father it has children
almost immediate relief In cases
'The great gentleman has come
of them understood the seigneur, and
gives
been
that
wish
for
of
dearest
f
A
my
another
tall
lad
to
years
kindness
boy,
of
a
cat into the center
Jurteen,
"My
you?"
sprung like
of croup." Chamberlain's Cough Remeaylng gently, Yed, my Seigneur, who once saved our seigneur's life!"
"Yes, Monsieur the Marquis be slighter, quicker, darker, and a little danger and pushed the other boy, vio- Alixe and Pietro should one day be dy, is
turned away with the message. And she repeated after Francois. "And cause
pleasant and safe to take, which
be
married.
which
would
It is that
short white dress, lently reeling, across the grass out oi
you have been so kind to me.' girl of eleven in
Is of great importance when a medithe seigneur is glad. Of course he is
your father shouted after him:
the crown of a friendship forged in cine must be
And the marquis, in the silence oi wandered through the ruins, talking harm's way.
" 'Stop! Come back here! What glad, my Francois. And you ought
given to young children.
the fires of battle-fields- ,
tempered in For Bf'Ja by all dealers. Adv.
hie soul, was ashamed.
now, silent now, filling the
earnestly
Alixe
Fran
once
screamed
sharply.
to
to
that
be
and
do you mean by that? Bring the mon
grateful
glad, too,
The next day he went. As the. grim place with easy laughter again. cois lay motionless on his face and the the freezing starving snow fields of
sieur to me.' And the purple clothes gentleman because of all the ood
stood,
gathered in the big carved do6r Alixe and Francois and Pietro were
stones rained around him.- It Russia, finished I hope never finished
VIRGINIA CORN GROWERS
disappeared and appeared again in a things our seigneur has done for you way, he told them all goodby an growing up; the general already great
was
all
over in a moment; In a mo- for all eternity."
few minutes gleaming in the sun and which would not hav aappened, lifted his
Va., Jan. 0. The a
Lynchburg,
on
his
head
his
words
about
Francois,
kittens
eyes
bent,
withoui
him
held
and
turning
grumbled
boy
ment more a shout of joy rose from
galnet the gray old walls I can see assuredly, if Monsieur the Marquis a word. A:; he set him down he turnec into cats, as ho looked : t them.
an- nual convention and exhibition of th
hand
the
held
which
general's
his,
Pietro, for Francois lifted his head
It all now, .Alixe like a large violet had not saved him. You should do toward the
"Just behind the great stone there," and began crawling difficultly, with swered very quietly. "I see," he said. VilrgMa Corn) Growers' association
carriage, but in a flast
'blossom of a strange flower. And be- everything that
possible fc Mon- he turned back
"You would not take her from Pie- met in this city today and was opeietl
as if by a sudden in 'Alixe formulated, "was the dog's bed Pietro's help, out of the debris.
hind Jean Phillippe was a tall man sieur the Marqute to show your gratitro,
who, I am sure, loves her?"
little
on
room.
laid
and
Of
a
hand
monsieur
a
course,
with an address by President W. P.
great
spiration,
"I have to thank you for my life,
In a long traveling cloak, and behind tude."
Francois looked up sharply, but the Moore. The
had his own bedroom-y- es, Monsieur the peasant," the stranger
Francois'
shoulder.
the
like
dog
gathering will contlnuo
brown
him a tall little boy. And as they
fig
Next morning the little
"You will remember that you prom
and office, too and maybe his said, and held out his hand. "More- general did not notice. He spoke over tomorrow
ame the seigneur turned to go to ure which trudged through the beech ised
to be a friend to Pietro, Fran dinjng-room.over, It is seldom that a prophecy Is eo slowly. "I promised Pietro's father"
meet them, and stopped and stared. wood was brightened by a large and
cois?"
And the joke was enough, on that quickly fulfilled. You said a few min- the boy seemed to be out of breath
And the monsieur In the.cloalt stop ped vivid bouquet held in his two hands.
Women and Wet Feet
"Yes, Monsieur the Marquis, al lazy day of vacation to set peals ol utes ago that you should one day do. "to be Pietro's friend always." he
and stared; and you, mounted on Coq, When the tap of Francolr- at the
Celd and wet feet are a dangerous
said.
child answered gravely.
the
ruins
the
ways,"
ringing
laughter
a
through
for
while
worth,
thing
Bonaparte.
nd I, holding Cbq's bridle, watched library door, where one heard men's
The general smiled then and let the combination especially to women, anil
Alixe stopped laughing suddenly.
You have done it. You have saved my
result. Back
curiously, because of the other child, voices talking, had brought the gengo, and turned to the letter congested kidneys often
fingers
IX.
Her
CHAPTER
that?"
"Who
ie
she
demanded.
life."
and we saw how the seigneur sud' eral's loud coramani" of "Entrez," the
ache, urinary irregularities and rhea-matcu
he
the
table
before
him.
"Good!"
lifted
to
be
the hill rising
eyes were
Francois hand crept to his cap and
fevers are not unusual resulta.
tienly began to shake as if ill, and then little brown flguro and the large bunch
The Castle Children.
hind the green mound, and tho glance he pulled It off and stood bareheaded. said. "You are always what I wish, Foley Kidney Fills restore the regular
.
with a hoarse shout rushed to the of flowers came in together and the
waa
and It
There was a farm in the Vallej of the others followed hers. A young
quite evident and normal action of kidneys antl
who are you?" he Francois,"
"Monsieur,
tall man and threw his arms about boy marched straight to the stately Deleemontes
that the load was off his mind, j
five miles it was front man, a boy, was coming, lightly down
bladder and remove the cause of tbe
out.
him and held him, and sobbed aloud. Italian. Snapping his heels togethe
brought
which was a dependence ot the slope, and something in hia figure
trouble. Contain no habit forming
The strange boy's vanishing smile
That was a strange thing to see the as his mother had taught him he Vieques
same !and movement made it impoesibla
the
for
centuries
the
seigneury;
drugs. O, G. Schaefer and Red Cross
I
am
"I
second.
his
a
never
face
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
forgot it And made a stiff deep bow, and presented
seigneur do, and
held it, and it was con even at a distance that it should be brightened
Drug Store. Adv.
Louis Bonaparte," he eald quietly.
to think that the child who stood his nosegay. The marquis, a little family had richest
sidered the
holding for a peas .any one of the village. He saw them
The little court o three stood about
there, shy and unknown, was Pietro! astonished at this attention, received ant In that
How's This?
part of the world. Jusl and came forward, and his cap wae the young Prince, silent. And in a
KENTUCKY
It seems unreasonable that ever there it with grave courtesy but without now the
One Hundred Dollars Re- FARMERS' WEEK AT
family all at once came tc soft quickly as he glanced at Alixe moment, in a few sentences, he had We offer
Jan. 6. A large atwas a time when you and Pietro and much cordiality; it seemed to him
case
of
Ky.,
Catarrh
Lexington,
that
for
ward
any
an end. It was necessary to find ne But with a keen look at the three, it told them how, the
rather an odd whim of Gourgaud's
I did not know one another well.
day before, he had cannot he cured by Hall's Catarrh tendance marked the opening today
and the general offered the !was Francois to whom he spoke.
been seized with a hunger for the air Cure.
"As I rode that day, with the Aus to have this peasant child about as tenants,
of farmers' week at. tho agricultural
to
Le
Francois
and
Claire
La
he
France?"
"Ie
this
asked.
place
of France, which he had not breathed
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trlans after me, I thought out the one of his own family.
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of the state university. Dr.
in
not
anbest
Even
their
"But yes, Monsieur," Francois
days they had
We, the undersigned, have known college
whole chain of events; how Pietro had
But Francois did not know that; to
since, as a boy of seven, his mother
so
as
woulc
been
this
moment
dean of the college, deJ.
a
in
and
II.
'swered
prosperous
wondering
.1.
Kastlo,
F.
15
and
the
last
for
had escaped with him from Paris dur
years,
come and had stayed while hie father, him all the world was kindly, with
Cheney
But
more.
them.
what
Fran
make
about
wondered
The
ihe
all
of welcome at, the
in
strange
address
boy,
honorable
an
believe
him
livered
perfectly
ing the Hundred Days. He told them
the marquis, went to America, and had different manners of klndlinees. The cols? The
general glowered at then: !his cap flung from him, dropped on how the desire to stand on French soil business transactions and financially opening session this morning. While
fitted into our life and become dear to manner of the marquis was graver from
his knees and kissed the grass that had
to carry out any obligations all branches of tbe
deep eyes.
possessed him, till at' last he had able
ns, the big, beautiful, silent lad. And than other people's, perhaps what
agricultural ina
screw
somewhere
"There's
Roman
made
the
foun
over
by his firm.
always
grew
governor's
run
from
tutor
found
his
and had
liow then, becauue of the death of the then? The kindliness was undoubted
away
to
discussed
are
be
during tho
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in every good thing. This time it'e dations. With that he was standing the
path from his exiled home, the
marquis, Pietro had come under the ly there below the gravity. And It the boy."
O. week, the program, ffivea particular
Toledo,
at
unashamed
them
looking
again,
castle of Arenenberg, in the canton of Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken initiallcharge of your father, the seigneur, was this monsieur who had saved the
of ho7T j
attention to the siil)j-There was a silence. Claire trem from his quiet gray eyes.
and how he and I went away together life of the seigneur; that, after all, bled.
Thurgovie, in Switzerland, over the y, acting directly upon the blood and
ie the first time I have touched
economics.
"It
more
mountains
the
Jura
into
to the military school, always
mucous surfaces of the system. Teswas the whole matter. Francois wast
'It will go hard with the lad tc the soil of France since I was seven "It la Imprudent," he valley.
finished the timonials- sent free. Price 75 cents
and more like brothers and all the ed little time thinking of other people't give
us up," she brought out softly. years old," he stated, not as if to tale
"The government would per bottle. Sold by all drutjgiRts.
rest I need not recite those things feeling toward himself. He was much
hi
Do you beirlii to
"He won't give you up; I should nol excuse his act, but as if explaining turn calmly.
on all its big engines In an uproar
to you, yet I like to do It; My too busy with a joyful wonder of his
Take Hall's Family Mis for consti- jurt whn yu hT-- to
him
If
he
the
respect
gave you up,"
something historical. And was slltmt. to catch one schoolboy, if it was pation. Adv.
:'.- - a tii'klin
thoughts, in that wild dangerous mo- own at the ever new goodness of his general thundered, and the two
peas
The strange boy talked very little; known. But I had to do it." He threw
ment, seemed to go in detail through world. To the marquis, who hardly ants breathed more
freely. This
they could not recollect that he asked back his head and filled his lungs wit!)
"
Tar Compound.
Chamberlain's Counh Remed
all, from the morning that the Mar noticed him, he proceeded to consti good fortune was not, after all,greal
the questions,' after hia ftrat startling a
eon
breath. "The air of Franco,"
little
with
his
This remedy has no snprfr tor coiifrli and stop t;o Sarrived
great
quis Zappl
tute himself a shadow. 'At the first price of their son.
here
.as Alixo, the very he whispered in an
t'oS. ir."
question; yet
at the chateau, through the ten years
ecstasy.
coughs and eelds. It Is pleasant to lat
of a service to be done he was
jjy degrees me mree came to an spirited and proud little Alixe, anxious
told sto- UV,k It contains no opium or ihr i fceet for cn!Wrii f
two
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hours
For
of our life together, to my coming signand at it; alwayo quicker, always
they
up
understanding. A tutor was to be en to make him understand everything of ries nnd
It fi'wsj'9 cures. For sale sens. O. C
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gaged, for the threg children,; Francois their own ajfnirsj
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was to live at the castle as If ii
should be explained to him he were
going away to school, and every Frl
day he was to walk to the Ferme di
Val the Valley Farm and stay wltr
his people until Sunday afternoon.
This new order of things was wel
settled beforo elx months had passec
after the goinc of the Marquis Zappi
And then in three or four monthi
more something happened.
Francois was alone with the genera;
when the letter come. His eyes were
on his seigneur's face as he read the
letter and the boy saw the blood rust

"You have thrown a charm oveFmy
boy Francois, Alessandro," the general said, well pleased. And the marquis answered thoughtfully:
"It is a boy out of the common. I
believe, Gaspard. At first I thought
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Murphey's bargain sale is the talk
of the town. Adv.

SG!E

automobile lamps at 5:24
o'clock this evening.

T""

(h

TO CLEAN UP

CCD STOCK

?

Regular

4

Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Fruit

5 Ct.

Look at nricd nf

....

.

i
i
un murpney
s Bargain
.

..

Mr. and Mrs.

...

.

.

UIU

L. C. Witten

Big dance at Hotel Romaine dining
room and lobby Friday night January
9, Simison's seven piece orchestra.
Adv.

'

Charles H. Stewart has taken a
position as deputy county assessor
and will maintain offices' with the
Investment Agency Corporation.

one-hal-

J'

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or 'gifts.

Cut glass and china cheaper
ever offered in Las Vegas at
phey's bargain sale. Adv.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

u
-

..,

.V

.1:

arrested last
Ward on the
and disorder.
Judge D. R.
Murray this morning and fined $3.50,
or having the privilege of serving 10
days In jail. Richardson was Oi the
opinion that he could raise the money.

I

This evening at 7 o'clock will oc
cur the wedding of Miss Pauline Levy
and M. S. Glacer. The ceremony will
be witnessed only by the Immediate
relatives and friends of the couple.
It will occur at the home of the bride's
mother, Mrs. Henry Levy. Dr. Jacob
H. Landau will perform the ceremony.

H. B. HUBBARD, Agent
417 Railroad Avenue

AS BREAD IS THE STAFF OF
''i

LIFE

the better the bread the
stronger the staff. To obtain the best bread you
must use the bests flout; s
and that is undoubtedly!
Our Pride brand. " Ask
any one who has tried it
or better yet order a sack
and try it yourself.
.
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Dick Richardson was
night by Officer K. j.
charge of drunkenness
He was brought before

me Uverland display shop on flailroad Avenue. We in- vile inspection and will gladly demonstrate the merits of
the car at any time.

j

LENGTH
S. L. Fisher, the
hunter.
who operates in the vicinity of Min
eral Hill, brought with him a heavy
game bag when he came to Las Ve
gas yesterday.
Mr, Fisher brought
three mountain lions, three bob cats,
two foxes, and two coyotes.
One of
the lions, which measured nine feet.
was sent to Chicago to a Mrs. Fettit,
who asked Mr. Fisher last summer to
kill a big mountain lion for her. The
other two Hons were sold to the
Charles Ilfeld company.
Mr. Fisher says the wild beasts are
killing' many cattle, and horses this
year. In spite of this, fact, however,
he says, the ranchers do not give the
old-tim- e

PH,?,NE

TO MIND
:im js izm uavch yc:i im enjoyed
;

and Then Multiply it by Two

IN CAR OF MACHINES
"r'f
.IS", s
BUSINESS IS EXPECTED
THE

MODELS DURING
EARLY SPRING

The Las Vegas Ford Sales company
has just received a carload of the
1914 model Ford automobiles
and
has placed the machines on display
at its garage on Douglas avenr.8. The
1914 car, although practically the same
as the model of last year, is in many
ways superior to the old variety.
The Ford Auto Sales company has
enjoyed a rushing business during the
past few weeks, and has disposed of
a large number of cars. With the
new shipment in, and looking for sev
eral more1 cars to arrive soon,, the
company expects to do an enormous
business. The Ford company Is about
to install a new assembly plant in
Denver, through the use of
which
shipments of cars can he obtained at
any time without delay..
The new Hupmobile, which also Is
sold by this company, shows improve
ment over last year's car and is con
siderably In demand.
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THE RESULT WILL BE
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The Greatest Car on the Market Today Yet
the Lowest Priced
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Lars mow on Display at Uur Oarage
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CAR FULLY EQUIPPED
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las Vegas Ford Sales Co.
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Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

opened its annual convention in this
city today with a large attendance of
members. The .program extends over
three days and provides for addresses
by a number of noted horticultural
experts. In connection with the meet
ing there Is an elaborate exhibition of
the choicest products of the garden
and orchard.
Subscribe for The Optic

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis. Vice President.
HaUot Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS
Madison, Wis., Jan. 6. The Wisconsin State Horticultural society, one
of the oldest and most influential organizations of its kind in the country,

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service
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THE OLD CONTENTION
The Optic was misinformed regarding the disposition made of the Mateo
ilf
Padilla horse stealing case, which
was heard in the court of Justice Ma- IT HEARS THE BELL COMPANY
AND WESTERN UNION ARE
res on the West side Saturday afterNOT DIVORCED
noon.
Padilla was discharged into
over
the grand
stead of being bound
Chicago, Jan, 6. Clarence II.
jury. It is stated, nowever, mat tnat
of the Postal Tele
body may decide to investigate the graph-Cabl- president
e
was shown to
company,
or
is
accused
case, padilla
stealing
a horse from J. M. Bentley of Romero- - day a published telegram which Bell- deer Brooks, general manager of the
tUlo.
Western Union company, sent to all
Western Union offices a few days, ago
Applications for bounties, amounting
to $ 94, were made yesterday afternoon in reference to future relations be
at the court house by some of the tween that company and the American Telephone and Telegraph comprominent hunters of the county. This
shows that the hunting of wild beasts pany. The telegram reads:
"There Is no reason that we can
is a porfitable as well as interesting
occupation. John Anderson of Onava see, why such plant and traf flo relations as have proved' beneficial should
applied for $52, having brought in the
hides of 12 coyoes and 14 wild cats. not be continued."
When Mr. Mackay was asked wheH. A. Mossiman of Beulah applied for
S. L., ther his attention had been called to
$2 as bounty upon one coyote.
Fisher applied for $40 as bounty upon it ho. said:
three coyotes, one wild cat and three "If that means joint Bell Telephone
and Western Union offices, we shall
mountain lions.
open the fight again. If joint
Union offices are to be conRHODE ISLAND LEGISLATURE
Providence, R. I., Jan. 6. Because tinued and extended, it) Is certain that
the term of the governor of Rhode Is the Bell employes are going to realize
land has been lengthened to two years the community of interest, Just as
strongly as they did before, and con
a complete rearrangement of the
ceremonies attending the op tinue to switch Postal business to the
ening of the annual session of the Western Union. Joint offices are a
palpable demonstration tyj
general assembly was made necessary
today. Since the foundation of the telephone operators that they are
state a Joint program of exercises has combined with the Western Union and
served for the inauguration of the should take all the business they can
'
state officials and the convening of from the Postal."
the general assembly.

"MOVIES" TRUST HEARING
.
Chicago, Jan. c Hearings in the
m GRANITE STATE POULTRY SHOW
government's suit against, the
J
Dover, N. H., Jan. 6.
moving picture trust were resumed
specimens of poujtry and pet stock in this
The defendants
city
from all ovor New, England were plac- are the Motiontoday.
Patents comPicture
ed on display here today at the open-in- ?
pany, General
and
Film
company,
of the annual stock show of the about a
scors of other companies and
Granite Stat,. Poultry association. individuals..

'

N Y

The commissioners expected this af
ternoon to make an official canvass
of the returns from the elections at
Hot Springs and Rowe, where local
option elections were held late last
month. Rowe went dry, while the
Hot Springs precinct remained mat .' ,
'
The commissioners this morning
appointed Henry Schmidt as con
stable in Precinct 54, the newly created
political subdivision of the county. W.
F. Calhoun Is the justice of the peace.
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Every article in CHINA," GUT GLASS and
BR.ASS for ONE HALF REGULAR RETAIL PRICE.

o!Je

week mm

Plates, Cups and SaucereTTca., Coffee auSE.
Chocolate Sets, Bon-BoDishes, Etc., Etc.,
CHEAPER than ever offered in La,s Vegans.
n

LPK

TH1AH

CALL atnd See

01

'

ON SALE ONLY AT
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WILL RENEW

time-honore-

t

IN

1914

Mur-

Arrangements are being made for
the installation of a new street light
on the corner of Railroad avenue
and National avenue. This place has
been in need of a light for some time,
and the new lamp to be placed there
will add to Jthe completeness of the
lighting system of the system.

THE GREATEST CAR
r:-

than

' County Commissioner John1 H. York
said this morning that the commis
sioners yesterday did not turn back
the Pecos local option petition for
the purpose of verifying the names,
as was stated In The Optic, but for
the purpose' of having the document
drawn up according to law. It will
o necessary ior tne petition to contain an accurate description of the
boundaries which it Is proposed to
vote dry. It did not contain such de
scription when presented yesterday.
The commissioner said the election
undoubtedly would be called, as the
county hoard has no other
option
other than to take such action. The
commissioners have no interest to
serve other than that laid down in

IN 'HEAVY GMIE BAG

BIG

1

Majestic.

MUST FIX BOUNDARIES

FISHER BRIGS

FORD COMPANY GETS

The Ladies Aid Society of the Bap
tist church will meet Thursday after
noon at 2:30 at the Baptist church
for the election of officers and the
transaction of business.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

tUo

Comedy

any assistance. They throw
obstacles In his way instead of help
A marriage license was issued yes- ing him, he declares. Mr.
Fisher
terday afternoon at the court house says the hills are full of game this
to Emlio Gonzales, aged 23, and Eloi winter.
ua Avila, aged 13. Both are residents
of Las Vegas.

--
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WELCOME"

Any article in cut glass, China, or
brass goods at
f
regular price.
hunter
Murphey's Drug Store. Adv,

Direct frm the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
Assortment; firiji colorings - unique patterns-a- ll

li

!.

S.

Will

See Murphey's bargain table for
useful articles at half price. Adv.

2

prices.

"A WARM

IN THE LOT IS A MOUNTAIN LION
MEASURING NINE FEET IN

tame. Adv.

move this week Into the residence at
822 Fifth street.

$&rtt

IIS

Bourbon

Finch's Golden Weddinhr Rye. aged
In wood. Direct from the disUllery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

20c Per Can, 6 Cans for $1

IV

BRIDGE STREET

"THE OTHER WOMAN" Drama Reliance.
"THE CLAIM JUMPER"- - Drama Kay Bee.

Ladies' handbags at half price at
Murphey's bargain sale. Adv.

HERON BRAND
SLICED PEACHES

3

MUTUAL MOVIES

Light
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Our BARGAIN TABLE

HALF REGULAR ; RETAIL PRICE
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